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Foreword

W

elcome to 2nd International Conference on Education, Culture
and Identity - ICECI›15. The conference examines contemporary
issues related to education, culture, and identity in terms of new trends and
challenges in today’s Europe. The theme of the ICECI’15 is ‘New Trends and
Challenges in Today’s Europe’. Currently, Europe is going through transition
and the new insights, technologies and educational trends require better
understanding among people from different cultures and backgrounds. Since
such a conception can hardly be defined and explained by a single academic
discipline, this interdisciplinary international conference aims at analyzing it
from different perspectives such as educational, psychological, social, cultural,
political, historical, literary, visual, artistic and media-related perspectives. We
believe that this conference is a platform for personal, scientific and technical
relations with the participants from different parts of the world who are
interested in these current issues.
The Book of Abstracts explores questions of education, culture, and identity
in an international context drawing experts from different academic fields.
Therefore, the reader is provided with an opportunity to broaden views,
learn from the research and experiences of others, and review knowledge
related to education, culture and identity in terms of new trends and challenges
in today’s Europe from interdisciplinary perspectives. This conference defines
new trends and provides recommendations that could resolve outstanding
challenges. The Book of Abstracts is especially relevant for local and
international experts from different cultural and ethnic backgrounds.
This is truly international conference with participants from Albania, Belgium,
Bosnia & Herzegovina, China, Croatia, Cyprus, Hungary, India, Iran, Italy,
Latvia, Macedonia, Malaysia, Nigeria, Poland, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Serbia,
Slovenia, South Africa, State of Palestine, Taiwan, Turkey, the USA, Ukraine,
The conference is being held under the auspices of the Faculty of Social
Sciences and Arts (FASS) at International University of Sarajevo. Thus, we
want to thank International University of Sarajevo and the rector, Prof. Dr.
Yücel Oğurlu for their support.
Dr. Nudžejma Obralić
Conference coordinator

New Trends and Challenges in
Today’s Europe
◆
Stream

EDUCATIONAL MENAGEMENT

2nd International Conference on Education, Culture and Identity

George Orwell’s Pessimistic Vision of 1984 or Francis
Fukuyama’s Optimism: the Future of Higher Education
Exemplified by British Universities
◆
Marek Smoluk
Zielona Góra University / Poland
ABSTRACT
A new report on higher education, which marks the 50th anniversary of the
Robins Report, reveals that academics, instead of devoting more time to
teaching, actually prioritise their research. Further, it is claimed that twothirds of students receive no feedback. These findings have been publicized
in a pamphlet which at the same time, discloses new predictions, including
a huge increase in the number of university entrants by 2035. The analysis of
these findings, confronted with subsequent reasoning which may have caused
them, should allow the establishment of the present trends that have been
formed in higher education and are bound to be followed; especially by the
‘newer’ United Kingdom universities. Thus this paper’s main aim is to identify
possible challenges and pitfalls which may well await these universities in the
future. Also, such an evaluation becomes quintessential in view of the fact that
at present students’ fees have risen to circa £9,000-10,000 for the very same
courses which were available at the time when such tuition was free. The paper
provides evidence that the underlying reason for many of the present problems
these ‘less prestigious’ universities are experiencing, is chronic under-funding.
As the current pattern of expansion appears to be occurring even more speedily
than expected, one needs to bear in mind that distortion usually results when
such goals wish to be achieved with a minimum effort and more importantly,
at minimum possible cost.
Key Words: higher education, British universities, future of higher education
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Modern Educational Systems in Europe
◆
Sanida Sehmehmedović
University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
There is a contribution to the modern science, in this work, based on reflecting
to comprehension of obtained conclusions and directing to the pragmatic bene
fits in the work of teachers, in order to reduce and to prevent failure in school.
With more security, we will explain the difficulties in learning, also we will notice
the power of modern education, i.e. individual factors of success or eliminating
failure in education. The process of systematic thinking, about establishing and
ensuring the quality of education within the OECD, began the eighties (OECD,
1995). In Europe, a similar thought is further encouraged by the European Union
(EU), for example „Guide for quality assurance of education (PHARE, 1998);
We will show the survey of attitude and assessment of individualization in
education, by teachers in the Bosnian schools, based on three global model
system in education. This education’s models describe theoretical orientations as: Creemers’ model of educational effectiveness, Slavin and Stringfields’
model- Qait/ MACRO model of efficiency in education and CIPO model for
teaching by Scheerens.
Key Words: Creemers, Qait, Cipo model, individualization, IEP
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Education as a Determinant of Economic Growth
◆
Muhidin Mulalić
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
The relationship between higher education and economic development has
gained significant attention as a result of the emergence of ‘knowledge eco
nomy’ that emphasizes knowledge production, accumulation, transfer and
application. Although economic development of a state depends on many fa
ctors higher education institutions play key role in delivering and providing
knowledge. How education may affect economic growth? Obviously, education directly conditions the human capital inherent in the labor, which incre
ases consequently productivity and growth. Education is inevitable for the
innovative capacity of the economy, knowledge economy, technology, production and economic processes that altogether promote economic growth.
Through adoption of new knowledge education also deals with processing and
the application of new technologies, which again promotes economic growth.
This paper will survey these dimensions of economic growth that are obviously conditioned by the quality of education.
Key words: education, development, human capital, innovation
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Beyond Current Horizons: Knowledge Economy and the
Future Schooling Scenarios
◆
Cagda Kivanc Caganaga
European University of Lefke / Northern Cyprus
ABSTRACT
This paper explores the value of knowledge, knowledge economy and their
impact on the curriculum. It considers the conditions and criteria for future
school scenarios and judgment as to whether it is possible to design future
schools based on the term knowledge economy. The scenarios do not describe
how individual schools may function, but how schooling might be overall in
a society. The paper also highlights knowledge management (KM) which is
about enhancing the use of organizational knowledge through sound practices
of information management and organizational learning. The study emphasi
zes on information technology, organizational learning, and knowledge mana
gement in higher education. The paper concludes by claiming that the source
for knowledge economy rests on excess reliance on public intervention, which
signifies major market failure. The future will require widespread evolution of
the school systems along with stronger institutional and organizational support from the private sector.
Key words: knowledge economy, curriculum, future schooling scenarios
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The Cultural and Educational Bases of Development in a
Global and Technological Time
◆
Federico D’Agostino
University of Roma III and University of Napoli / Italy
ABSTRACT
The relationship between culture, education and development needs to be
framed within the critique of the dicotomy between modernity and tradition
in order to move toward a postmodern society; which can apply an hermeneutics to traditional societies in order to discern those elements which co
nstitute the core of the basic identity and discard those elements which express
more the habits of a backward society. This process of selection is possible by
upgrading the degree of education in order to develop a mind, at individual
and collective level, with a critical and creative horizon. This analysis implies
a review both of the concepts of culture, education and development in order
to recompose the connection, the “link” among them. The challenge for the
education is to make a syncretism between the values, the symbols, the patterns, the habits of the local cultures and the new technologies of information
and communication. The problem is to react to the hegemonic impact of new
technologies in order to establish a link at equal level whit a mutual respect of
a differences. The domination of new technologies in the area of education
implies a new colonization of the mind; at the other side the recovery and
revaluation of the local cultures, which lay down the basis of porous identity,
open to the connection, interaction and hybridation of the cultures coming
with new technologies. An the other side the development cannot be seen only
as a growth of products and an expansion of consumer society, but a multivocal and polyvalent process which touches upon the cultural and economic
inequalities, digital divide and opens up to a cosmological perspective were
ecology and environment are always taken in to the project of transformation
and development. The egemonic cultural power of new technologies needs to
be challenged by a new theoretical perspective of educational system based
on the comparative research and on establishing new connections and colla
boration not only at European level but a global level. We need to develop a
11
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new concept of civic cultures rooted in the local tradition but porous toward
the new cultures approaching us through the migration processes. The educational and school system needs to be analyzed through the youth style and cu
ltures, though the new flow of immigrants coming to Italy and the ambivalent
perspective on the Europe community suffering now a crisis of perspective
and development. I like to expose how the educational system is facing the
triple challenges of the youth cultures, the multiethnic composition of school
population, the impact of the new technologies of communication in Italy in
the European context.
Key words: culture, technology, development
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Decision Making via Systems Thinking in Management:
Educational Issues
◆
M. Kudret Yurtseven & Walter W. Buchanan
Izmir University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
The aim in this paper is to examine the ways decision making topics are taught
in business management, and propose a framework for a more contemporary
approach to educational issues. The present approach is mostly restricted to
the traditional OR/MS (Operations Research/Management Science) paradigm. This paradigm is based on mathematical tools, hence suitable to solve
well defined decision making problems.. Systems-based approaches appear
to be more promising in complex situations since they provide the decision
maker(s) the opportunity to address the problematic situation in its full system
context. The framework developed attempts to complement the conventional
OR/MS paradigm with systems thinking-based approaches, such as Soft Syste
ms Methodology (SSM) and Cognitive Mapping and SODA (strategic options
development and analysis). It is hoped that such an “extended” framework will
help students to get ready for the complexities of real world.
Key words: systems thinking, decision making, management, education
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Features of the First-Year Students’ Adaptation for
Studying at a Technical University in Ukraine
◆
Larisa Moiseenko & Ludmila Suhobrus
Donetsk National Technical University / Ukraine
ABSTRACT
The paper analyzes the features of the first-year students’ adaptation at a
technical university. The author presents materials of empirical research aimed
at studying the dynamics of adaptation of students at the university. Particular attention is paid to adaptation of engineering students. The article proves
that the college environment and the proper organization of the educational
process greatly increase the adaptation of students and their readiness for future professional activities. The data obtained were used to determine the main
directions for work of the tutors of academic groups, for the development of
scientific and methodological support for training, educational and extracu
rricular activities with students of junior courses. The author believes that the
optimization of students’ adaptation in the learning process is possible if: there
is a conscious awareness of the importance of freshmen’s adaptation; teachers,
professors and senior students provide support in micro-social student environment; students’ communication needs are satisfied (depth, circle of friends,
position in the group, exchange of views, search for joint solutions); sociodirected student activities are ensured; subject-subject relations between students and teachers are fully realized.
Key words: adaptation, students’ attitude, socio-psychological adaptation
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Education in Bioethics
◆
Sabina Semiz
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Education and training in bioethics has become an integral part of biomedical
curricula worldwide. It has received particular attention in recent years due to
an increasing emphasis placed on professionalism, patient-centered practice,
empathy, and patient privacy. In line with the development of standards, milestones, and competencies, there is a need for clear consensus regarding the
specific goals of biomedical ethics education, the essential knowledge, skills,
and learning outcomes, as well as for the best pedagogical methods for its
implementation. The major challenges related to the development and implementation of bioethical education curricula will be summarized here. In addition, this would be complemented with the current activities of the UNESCO
Office for Bioethics in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BH). This office was recently
established at the International University of Sarajevo as a part of the International Network of UNESCO Chair in Bioethics, which has fifty member states.
The network is actively engaged in preparing a novel and modern course in
bioethics to be offered in the world’s universities and medical schools. In line
with this, the activities of UNESCO Office for Bioethics in BH within a next
couple years would include modernization of curricula in biomedical facu
lties in BH through implementation of the “Bioethics” course, preparation of
modern educational materials, design of the website of UNESCO Office for
Bioethics in BH, as well as the organization of seminars, lectures, and confe
rences in the field of bioethics. In conclusion, the implementation of education
in bioethics has a great potential to ensure the professionalism and compete
ncies expected from the graduates in bioengineering, genetics, and other related programs in biomedicine.
Key words: education, bioethics, biomedicine, curricula, UNESCO Chair
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The Role of Education Policies and Textbooks in the
Construction of Education for Peace and the Integration
of the Intercultural Dimension of Global Education
◆
Olivera Nedić & Amra Imširagić
University of Banja Luka / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Tekst razmatra osnovne stavove o ulozi obrazovnih politika i udžbenika u
izgradnji kolektivne svijesti i homogenizaciji sećanja, kao i koncepciju obrazovanja za mir i transformaciju sukoba. Njihovom analizom i međusobnim
povezivanjem trebali bi ponuditi sagledavanje mogućnosti teorije obrazova
nja za mir zasnovane u ovako postavljenim okvirima, u uslovima rada na uspostavljanju eliminacije stereotipa i predrasuda te etničke segregacije. Stav
koji se u tekstu razmatra jeste da oslanjanje na zajednička istorijska iskustva
zrači emocionalnom snagom koja se mora uzeti u obzir prilikom pokušaja
prevazilaženja defanzivne semantike etno-anacionalističkih ideologija, okrenutih ka prošlosti. U uslovima uspostavljanja jednoumnih socio-političkih
režima, interkulturalna komponenta globalnog obrazovanja ostaje na margini
značaja i ne dobija obuhvatniji smisao u udžbeničkom diskursu. U ovom te
kstu bavimo se istraživanjem načina pomoću kojih je moguće uključiti i interpretirati globalne aspekte društva, kulture, ekonomije i politike te političkog
sistema u obrazovnom radu. Sveobuhvatan pristup obrazovanju razvija se
na osnovnim principima globalne obrazovne prakse. Cilj nam je da se kroz
identifikaciju prethodnog iskustva i znanja istraže sadržaji u oblasti obrazovanja za mir i transformacije sukoba te da se na produktivan način istraže
nove mogućnosti. Takođe, cilj je da se pozove na individualno približavanje i
suočavanje sa onim što je predstavljeno te na taj način perspektiva pojedinca
postaje dio tumačenja istorije. Kao rezultat prezentacije ovog rada slušalac će
biti u poziciji da definiše globalno obrazovanje i različite aspekte interkultu
ralne dimenzije kao i da se upozna sa idejom interkulturalnog obrazovanja,
interkulturalnog učenja i interkulturalnog dijaloga kao i da kontekstualizuje
ove ideje u okviru svarnih potreba vlastite lokalne stvarnosti.
Key words: obrazovnepolitike, transformacija sjećanja
16
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Organizational Value Management Levels in Classroom
and Innovative Practices in Teaching Processes of Faculty
◆
Mustafa Fidan
Hacettepe University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
In this study, students’ opinions were sought regarding the level of the management of organizational values in the classes of academics. Students’ opinions
were evaluated in terms of innovative teaching practices in the classroom.
Innovative practices in teaching processes are determined by the opinions of
academics. Mixed method was used in this study. In the qualitative part of the
study interview technique was used. The sample was selected according to the
results of the analysis of the opinions of academics. In the quantitative part of
the study survey method was resorted to. “Value Management Scale” has been
applied to the opinions of the students who took part in a “Classroom Mana
gement” course in the fall semester of the academic year 2013-14 in Erzincan
University, Faculty of Education. As a result, student perceptions found to be
positive towards value management levels of academics. This rate is significantly higher in the class of innovative practices than that of the traditional
practices.
Key words: academics, classroom management, value management, innovation
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Reconciliation in Post-conflict Societies through
Education
◆
Nerkez Opacin
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Terms such as transitional justice, dealing with the past and reconciliation
are already well known and well used in a postwar post-conflict society as is
Bosnia and Herzegovina. There have been tremendous improvements made in
that regard. However, at times the situation seems hopeless and as if there is no
progress to be made anymore. The country seems gridlocked with no prospect
to improve. Furthermore, recent studies show that a high number of postwar
generations are not willing to reconcile. To offer cutting edge conceptual and
methodological knowledge and a unique educational experience to the youth
aimed at developing and enhancing their knowledge, skills and capacities to
learning from and dealing with the past, transitional justice and post-conflict
resolution research education in terms of summer schools should be offered.
As a successful case study, the idea of summer schools that deal with the issue
of transitional justice, reconciliation and dealing with the past in aiming to
make a contribution to those approaches in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the
Southeast European region will be presented.
Key words: education, post-conflict, reconciliation, experiential learning
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Challenges in Engineering Curriculum
◆
Abdurrazag Ali Aburas
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Curriculum is an important part for developing higher education system.
Curriculum, for example, Communication engineering is supposed to be used
to decrease the gap between learning and doing (working) at universities and
industries respectively. At present time gap is increasing between industries
and universities for many reasons. Competition and unpredictable fluctuations have made communication engineering education in the global sphere
really difficult in order to provide well prepared graduate engineers. This all
lead that today does confront with new situation in the engineering education
sector. Communication engineering education has to be reformed and ready
to use more advanced technologies. We realized that one of the general pro
blems of student`s education is that after graduating from their universities,
they are not prepared to face the real life challenges and they are not full skilled
to work in industry. In today’s environment, technical competence alone is
not sufficient for career success. This proposed Communication curriculum
will decrease existing gap and bring interactive, creative, interesting, effe
ctive learning methods, which include online education, virtual labs, practical
work, problem-based learning (PBL) and lectures given by industry experts.
Also, this book included ICT technologies into our proposed curriculum engi
neering for teaching and learning methods. We added collaborative learning
between students through team work which builds theirs skills for industry
environment. The prospective on this book is that we intent to introduce new
communication engineering curriculum in order to get fully constructed
graduate engineer to be ready for real industry work. This book is outlines and
discusses a proposed tactic in teaching writing to engineers that compliments
their technical abilities and prepares them for communicating in a professio
nal environment, outside world and industry problem solving. The idea of our
book is to propose one universal curriculum, which integrates all solutions in
19
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one, and satisfies all requirements. The new curriculum presented most reco
mmendations, outcome results and evaluated methods which presented in advanced articles in recognition platforms in engineering education. The new
curriculum is identifying the key gaps in student learning and revised assi
gnments, course checklists, and teaching & learning methods.
Key words: curriculum, communication curriculum
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MOOC Development Future Prospect
◆
Wojciech Duranowski
Janusz Korczak Pedagogical University / Poland
ABSTRACT
MOOC is one of the forthcoming challenges of global higher education system.
Development of education system cannot be considered without global trends.
Massive Open Courses (MOOCs) becomes more and more popular. The pu
rpose of this article is to analyze key issues in development of the Massive
Open Online Courses in the field of Higher Education. The author dispose of
main MOOC strategy and technology, reflect its advantages and disadvantages,
present study and financial system. Final conclusion shows the main MOOCs
challenges that can overturn the traditional higher education system. Also author focuses analysis of direction of the development of xMOOCs in higher
education and as well key barriers for further development of the model.
Key words: MOOC, e-learning, ICT, education
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Balanced Scorecard (Bsc) Concept in Non-Profit
Organizations: A Model Suggestion for a Public
University Library
◆
Fatma İzmirli Ata & A.İdil Kacar & Ayça Tumturk
Celal Bayar University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
The application of Balanced Scorecard (BSC) approach in Non-Profits Organizations’ (NPO) strategic management process has been increasingly studied in
last decade. Nowadays intangible fixed assets have been accepted as the main
sources of competitive management. Also performance measures cannot pre
sent a realistic approach from the viewpoint of NPOs. Therefore BSC can be used
for converting strategic management into a living document for Non-Profits.
In this study, universities will be examined from the point of BSC in Non-Profit Organizations and the existing examples in this field will be presented.
It is aimed to develop a BSC model for Celal Bayar University Library and an
appropriate strategy map will be designed.
Key words: BSC, nonprofit organizations
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The Question of Authority: Education Policy in Kosovo
◆
Anna Orosz
Corvinus University of Budapest / Hungary
ABSTRACT
Negotiations between Kosovo and Serbia have reached a crucial phase in
which decision on education policy should be made as part of the debate on
association/community of Serb majority municipalities. Serbs claim that the
community shall have the executive authority over education policy that so far
has functioned under the Serbian education system. Serb community insists
that the authority should remain under their control while Kosovo’s central authorities claim full integration. Integration of education structures belonging
to Serb community in Kosovo is a complex challenge and will have an eno
rmous impact on the future of Serbs in Kosovo. Beyond content of curriculum,
it raises several other questions like the financing of education, the authority
over capacities (number of teachers, schools) and quality control. The paper
will touch upon the specific situation of University of Northern Mitrovica.
Recognition of diplomas issued by the university still faces difficulties despite
agreement between Belgrade and Pristina though it can be important facilitator of employment of Serbs in Kosovo. Integration of the university into the
Kosovo system however might have serious consequences to be considered
like the decrease of number of students coming from Serbia and the decrease
of salary of staff at the university. The paper aims to examine international
practices and legal frameworks that can provide pro and contra argumentation
for claims for the two sides (Serbs and Kosovo central authorities). On the one
hand the analysis focuses on international frameworks on minority education.
On the other hand the paper will analyze practices from the post-Yugoslav
countries as well as other post-conflict regions that can provide valuable experience and knowledge based on which some recommendations and minimum
guidelines might be outlined.
Key words: education policy, Kosovo, conflict management, integration
23
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21st Century Manager
◆
Enisa Gološ
Pedagogical Institute / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
The paper focuses on the reform that has affected the education system, expla
ining the positive changes that are inevitable in order to raise the quality to a
higher level. As a result of this, the role and importance of education mana
gers is emphasized. Furthermore, the paper gives an illustration of the current
situation at the same time as highlighting the role of 21st Century Managers
whose obligations are to keep track of the changes and adjust themselves to
the European way of life. The sole change and adjustment began by replacing
the former name, role and function of the school principal, what is included
in the phrase education management. By splitting up the professional deve
lopment, it is noted that only managers remain on the horizontal and vertical
plan beyond the professional development. Therefore, it is necessary to create
required settings and replace the current surroundings with the challenges of
tomorrow which advocate pedagogical professionalism and lifelong learning.
In addition to upgrading the skills for personal development, education mana
gers ought to have a leadership role which is, along with the successful set up
and achievement of the set standards, the key to success in education.
Key words: reform, manager, development, leadership role, standards
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Reading and Learning Strategies in the 5th Grade
◆
Vladka Potočnik
University of Maribor / Slovenia
ABSTRACT
Quality lessons are recognized by activity and involvement of the students
during the learning processes, the processes of understanding of their own
activities. The lessons are focused on students. We present different reading
strategies and activities, already practiced in the class, to develop and increase
student’s reading comprehensive abilities in the second period of education of
the primary school (4th, 5th and 6thgrade), which have a great influence on
the quality of learning processes and also teaching techniques (team work, co
operative work, developing competencies of 21stcentury).All these strategies
and techniques help spreading sensibility for systematic approaches at introdu
cing and developing reading and learning strategies in the pedagogical process.
One of the most important segments of the lesson is the feedback information
of the student’s understanding. Quality and recent feedback increase the motivation for learning and success and is worth to practice it as much as possible.
Key words: reading and learning, using Bloom’s taxonomy
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Abacus - mental arithmetic
◆
Sanela Nesimović
University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Abacus is one of the oldest known device for calculation that was used in anci
ent civilizations. On it you could run mathematical operations of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, square root and grading. Work on the
abacus was once in the curricula for mathematics 4th grade elementary school.
Students of 4th and 5th grade were taught addition and subtraction using the
abacus. The latest curricula for mathematics is not in operation over the abacus. There is no direct application of calculation using the abacus because chi
ldren and adults use calculators for that. Using the calculator children (and
adults) do not have to think about what they do. Using the abacus they have
to use both hands and in the beginning have a lot to think about, and then the
process of computing becomes just thought, mechanical. Children counting
on the abacus activate work brain synapses and so this work has a direct impa
ct on their intelligence. In some countries (such Serbia, Croatia, etc.) are organized private schools in which children from 5 to 14 years are being trained to
count on abacus. Results of this work are amazing. Just aim of this paper is to
draw attention to the importance of the results that are achieved by using this
old but valuable devices. In this paper, the author will try to explain in a simple
way how to apply basic mathematical operations on the Japanese (Soroban)
and Chinese (Suan Pan) abacus, which could encourage some people to hold
various workshops on this subject with children.
Key words: mathematics, mental arithmetic, abacus, calculation
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Parents’ and Educator Perception on Parents’ Cooperation
with Kindergartens in the North Sandžak Area
◆
Zehra Hasanović
University of Novi Pazar / Serbia
ABSTRACT
For normal growth and development of a child, cooperation of preschool
institution (nursery, infant nursery) and family (parents) is significant. Good
cooperation among these two institutions, the harmonization is required. The
aim of this study is to examine the cooperation between family and preschool
institution as substantial. Results of this research imply the solutions to pro
blems, and intentions for building strong connections and relations between
family (parents) and preschool institutions (educators). The study investiga
ted 140 participants: 80 parents of the children attending preschool institution and 60 educators who are employees at preschool institutions in the
North Sandžak Area.
Key words: preschool institutions, parents, cooperation, partnership
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Guided Discussion as Teaching Method for Learning
Improvement in the Italian Secondary Schools
◆
D. Parmigiani & M. Giusto
University of Genoa / Italy
ABSTRACT
This research was aimed at analyzing the educational opportunities offered by
the guided discussion, meant as a teaching method particularly useful for the
learning development of the Italian secondary school students. The guided
discussion is a teaching method oriented towards the elaboration and creation
of knowledge. In this way, the class becomes a community of inquiry because
the participants have the opportunity to share information and negotiate their
points of view. Through the guided discussion, the students can develop their
critical thinking and argumentative skills. The research question can be su
mmarized as follows: how do the learning processes develop when the teachers use the guided discussion as teaching method? In particular, we wanted to
verify if the guided discussion affected four aspects: cognitive, metacognitive,
collaborative and emotional. The participants involved in the study were 25
students of an Italian secondary school aged 15. The study was carried out
throughout three months. The researchers set up an educational path co
mposed of 3 meetings with the teachers. During each meeting, the researchers
presented various kinds of guided discussion techniques, then they suggested
two educational activities to be carried out with the students so, in total, the
teachers experienced 6 guided discussion techniques in the classroom. After
each educational experience, the teachers administered a questionnaire to the
students with 4 close-ended questions and 4 open-ended ones, focused on the
four research aspects. In this way, we could observe the evolution of the lea
rning processes. A further final meeting was focused on the data analysis. The
findings indicated that the guided discussion supported the development of
all aspects but with some differences. In particular, the students were in trouble during the 3rd and the 4th phase when the guided discussion techniques
passed from a high level to a low level of teacher’s guidance.
Key words: guided discussion, teaching methods, argumentative skills
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Age Specifics in the Use of Free Time of Primary School
Students
◆
Nusreta Omerdić & Mediha Riđić & Samira Beba
University of Travnik / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Free time as the space of freedom of every individual and of satisfaction of
one’s own needs becomes an important factor of education. The way young
people will use their free time depends also on whether an appropriate educational influence was used on them in the period of their growing up. The aim
of the research is to examine the way elementary school students spend their
free time and to present the importance of high-quality use of free time, regardless of age. The sample of respondents consists of 202 students of primary
school “Turbe”. The results have shown that students use their free time with
quality, and that there is a statistically significant difference in the way students
spend their free time due to the school class and that with age the high-quality
spending of free time decreases.
Key words: free time, students, primary school
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Student Diversity and Racial Issues: Social Justice School
Leadership of Aspiring School Leaders
◆
Seyithan Demirdag
Bulent Ecevit University /Turkey
ABSTRACT
The goal of this study is to determine the perceptions of aspiring school principal candidates on race, oppression, and equal access to a quality education for
all students in the US. Social justice for school leadership approach was used as
a theoretical framework of the study. The participants of the study will include
about 191 students preparing to become school principals through Principal
Preparation Programs. The Diversity and Oppression Scale (DOS) will be used
as a data collection tool. The DOS is consisted of 25 items with four sub-scales.
The means, standard deviations, and relationships between variables will be
determined through t-tests and analysis of variance (ANOVA). Given the diversity of the student population in the US, this study will stand in a critical
position in terms of exploring the readiness of principal candidates in Principal Preparation Programs.
Key words: diversity, race, social justice, school leadership
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The GIG Cooperative Learning Method: Bridging the Gap
between Teacher and Student Perceptions
◆
Elsa Mentz & Anitia Lubbe
North-West University / South Africa
ABSTRACT
Within a socio-cultural, situated and activity theory of learning (SCSALT),
individual learning can be regarded as situated in the social environment
where learning occurs in interaction with others (Wenger, 1998). Assessment
as learning (AaL) is associated with SCSALT (James, 2007) and occurs when
students are in a position to reflect on, monitor and evaluate their own lea
rning and progress, take responsibility for their own past and future learning,
are able to understand what is expected of them and work towards achieving
own learning goals (Department of Education and Training, 2013; Nel, 2015).
Assessment within a cooperative learning environment is often problematic
as teachers still tend to implement assessment strategies which are not cohe
rent with a SCSALT and argues that group assessment is challenging and in
most cases unfair (Gillies& Boyle, 2010). The Group-Individual-Group (GIG)
method of assessment (Johnson, Johnson &Holubec, 2008) within a cooperative learning environment is an example of AaL. Research on the GIG method
is scant and no indication of students’ and teachers’ perceptions on GIG asse
ssment or feedback could be found. In a small-scale, exploratory case study
investigation we implemented the GIG AaL procedure within a cooperative
learning environment to determine student and teacher perceptions of this
assessment as learning (AaL) method. Seventy nine students and one teacher
educator at a University in South Africa were involved. By implementing a
qualitative interpretivist research method we found that students’ and the
teacher’s perceptions on the GIG method of assessment were mostly positive.
The teacher and students indicated that feedback was valuable to enhance
learning. No mismatch could be found on feedback between the perceptions
of students and teachers. The GIG method was found to be a valuable AaL
strategy which improves students’ understanding and knowledge and create a
willingness among students to direct their own learning.
Key words: cooperative learning, assessment as learning
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MUID: A Bridge between Teacher and Students
◆
Ferhat Pamukcu & Ahmet Altindag
Hacettepe University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
When the teacher training systems at the present time are analyzed, one of the
main premises in the education agendas of almost all the countries is teaching.
Hence, in order to meet the increasing social and economical needs, the countries try to develop their schools and education systems through the teachers,
who stand as the basic elements to make the schools and education systems
work. When the obtained quality of the service and human resource are examined in addition to the fact that teacher training policies have a great importance in the education policies, the teacher training policies must be appro
ached and examined in unity while the education policies are being developed
(Karaca, 2008). When the issue is evaluated from a historical perspective, the
profession of teaching occupies an important place in the Turkish-Islamic cu
lture. Because the first command of Islam was “Read!” and the first teacher
was His Holiness Prophet Muhammad (SAV). The Prophet Muhammad, who
started teaching and instructing Islam in a place called “Suffe” can be placed
in the modern concrete definition of a teacher. This prophetic method syste
matizing the education and training in a distinctive way provides the inspiration for our study. The word “MUID”, which referred to the assistants of
mudarrises in madrasas, means “repeater”. The term of MUID was defined
as an instructor who made his friends repeat the instructions given by the
mudarris in madrasas and assisted the mudarris. The fact that the term (TDV,
2006). This study collecting the data through literature review and examining
the related documents aims to bring a different point of view in the current
education policies by defining the term “Muid” in the original way it was used
in its time.
Key words: MUID, Education Policies, Teacher Training, Culture
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Interpersonal Communication between Students and
Teachers in the Educational Process
◆
Meliha Spahić & Anesa Salihagić
University Džemal Bijedić Mostar / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
The existing educational context brings into the focus of everyday investigation one important and, up to now, unjustifiably neglected dimension of
education. It is about a communication, more specifically interpersonal communication between a student and a teacher, as one of the most important
forms of communication in the educational process. This dimension makes,
among other things, teaching and learning in the educational process more
than pure focusing on educational content, i.e. simple transfer of knowledge
in terms of depersonalized and unnatural educational process and instead become a pedagogical relationship in which students and teachers are viewed as
complete personalities, while teaching and learning are experienced as natural
process which belongs to both student and teacher equally. This is supported
by modern studies of the quality of upbringing and education which, among
others, are increasingly emphasizing interaction and communication aspects
of education whose value is in emphasizing important role that personality
of student and teacher have in education. The education and, in particular,
learning and teaching viewed in this context are based on interpersonal relationship and depend on the quality of established interaction and communication allowing both the teacher and the student to participate in the process as complete personalities. Interpersonal communication between student
and teacher in the educational context can be understood as process where
the teacher by choosing, developing, transmitting, receiving, understanding,
checking and sending messages in the process of teaching and learning, helps
students to learn and develop their competences and mature into a healthy,
educated, free and humane persons.
These are some of the arguments which are the main reasons why we decided
to investigate this topic, and tried to answer the question: “Why is the inte
rpersonal communication between students and teachers in the educational
process all that important?”
Key words: communication, interpersonal communication, teacher, student,
education
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Unionism and Learner Performance: Connecting the Dots
◆
Kobus Mentz
North-West University / South Africa
ABSTRACT
Unions (including teacher unions) around the world serve the best interest
of their members. In South Africa there are three large teacher unions. In
several international student assessments South Africa was placed very low
compared to other countries. This includes the TIMMS and PIRLS asse
ssments. The research question that guided this study was: What is the
role of teacher unions in ensuring that teachers are professionally empo
wered to take the country forward in terms of learner performance?
Vandenberghe (2004) is of the opinion that teachers will only be satisfied with
their own performance once their students perform. When considering the
role of teacher unions in ensuring teacher satisfaction it became clear that the
framework for the study is embedded in social theory as well as performance
theory. The challenge is to consider both elements as integral to the role of
teacher unions. In this study 18 participants from five schools and the three
teacher unions were involved. This included the five school principals, five
heads of departments, five teachers and three members of the unions. The five
schools involved were from low income, medium income and high income
communities. Semi-structured interviews of about 90 minutes each were co
nducted with the participants in order to establish their views on professionalism, learner performance, teacher support, curriculum development and job
satisfaction. It was found that teachers are very loyal to their unions, but that
unions tend to focus too much on the improvement of (i.e.) conditions of se
rvice and not enough on professional support. One finding that especially has
implications for teacher education is that teachers do not see them as profe
ssionally prepared to teach effectively. Improving the country’s performance
internationally will require collaborative partnerships between the teacher
unions and institutions for teacher education.
Key words: teacher unions, learner performance
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Guidance as a Continuing Education Practice
◆
Gina Chianese
Free University of Bolzano / Italy
ABSTRACT
The focus on teacher training and the need to develop appropriate skills profiles are key elements in promoting quality in continuing education courses,
which means that it is important for teachers to develop their competences, not
only at the beginning of their careers but throughout their working lives. Today teachers have to face various and complex challenges: considering specific
needs (deficit or talents) for each learner, encouraging independent learning,
promoting the acquisition and the development of key skills, using a variety of
methodologies and technologies in learning, developing critical thinking and
opening to different cultures. Teachers are asked to ensure quality in teaching
and to enable the acquisition of knowledge and skills that are useful in the process of personal and professional life. Nevertheless teacher training has lots of
contradictions and negative points. From the European document “Improving
the quality of teacher education” (Communication from the Commission to
the Council and the European Parliament, 2007) negative data emerge about
teachers’ training. Firstly investment in training and continuous improvement
are insufficient. Equally inadequate is the grade of teachers’ participation in
continuing education and training opportunities. As a result the lack of inve
stment and participation doesn’t ensure a level of quality in teachers’ training.
The data TALIS‐OECD “Teachers’ Professional Development: Europe in inte
rnational comparison” (2009), shows that teachers need an effective feedback
on their work in order to take advantage of training opportunities, as well as
the variety of experience training and a better working climate in schools are
also important elements for an adequate professional development . Objective
of the research: to provide future teachers a tool‐process that can support them
in the design, monitoring and evaluation of their professional development
paths, orienting and directing educational choices and supporting them to become “reflective practitioners” (Schon, 1983).
Key words: competences, assessment, teachers, development
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The Third Way
◆
Nebojša Vasić
University of Zenica / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Apart from the traditional division “the teacher-centered” or “the studentcentered education” the third option is, according to my mind and experience, more promising, more effective and more flexible. Namely, “the teache
r-centered” education looks like an obsolete and worn-out concept, while
“the student-centered” is mostly recognized as contemporary approach which
must totally replace the old concept with predominant teacher’s authority. The
teacher-centered notion encapsulates teachers as the focal points of education.
In other words teachers are organizers who rule the whole process of education, while students are mostly passive observers which active participation
is strictly limited. On the other hand “the student-centered” education alle
gedly eliminates all major deficiencies of traditional authoritarian style foste
ring students’ participation in all phases of education. The focus is shifted from
teaching to learning (from teachers to students). The solution seems workable,
efficient and self-evident - which is not the case. Instead of two extreme positions the third option emerges as more efficient; “the quality-centered education”. The purpose of my paper is to prove the benefits of the “third approach”
and define its major characteristics.
Key words: approaches, concepts, contemporary, the third option
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Computer Usage as a Factor that Enriches Motivation and
Academic Optimism among Nominally Gifted Students
◆
Anela Hasanagić & Edin Tulić
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia & Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Using of computers in the teaching process is not new in theoretical field,
but when it comes to practical application; unfortunately, it is not so much
established. In the other hand, students, enjoy using new techniques and
sources, they feel more interested and motivated when they have opportunity to use computers in getting the knowledge. Purpose of this paper was
to examine whether the enriched computer usage in school setting is the
factor that will increase motivation and academic optimism among students in elementary school, with special accent on nominally gifted students.
Participants were students from fifth to ninth grades of elementary schools in
Kanton Tuzla, 285 of them. As instruments we used Questionnaires for asses
sment of giftedness of children, (fulfilled by parents, children and teachers), in
order to get information about the giftedness of children. Out of 285 observed
children, 19 of them were nominally identified like gifted. Also questionnaires
for motivation (author D. McInerney) and academic optimism (SAOS and
APS-R) were used. Results show that the enriched computer usage in teaching process was effective in terms of increased motivation between first and
second measuring, academic optimism, but also the grades in courses Computer Technology and Technical Culture. When observing gifted children,
differences between first and second measuring were statistically significant
in all dependent variables. Among ungifted children statistically significant
differences were in academic optimism APSR, Computer Technology and
Technical Culture. According to these results we can conclude that enriching
teaching process with computer usage had important impact on motivation,
academic optimism, but as well on success of students in two courses, and that
this impact was more significant when it comes to the gifted children. Gifted
children were able to accomplish their abilities through the computer usage,
and therefore they felt more motivated and they had higher optimism.
Key words: motivation, academic optimism, gifted students.
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Mobile Phones Usage within Learning and Teaching
Process among High-school Students
◆
Nezir Halilović
University of Zenica / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Informacijska revolucija je u potpunosti izmijenila dosadašnje živote i navike
ljudi koje je svjedoče. Jedna od najbržih i najintenzivnijih izmjena se odnosi
na pojavu i korištenje mobitela u svakodnevnom životu. Mobiteli su postali sastavni i nezaobilazni dio života skoro svakog čovjeka. U ovom radu su
predstavljeni rezultati istraživanja o tome koliko su mobiteli i smartfoni, kao
naprednija generacija mobitela, zastupljeni u svakodnevnom životu učenika
srednje škole, kao i da li i koliko koriste mobitel za potrebe učenja i redovne
nastave. U radu su prezentirani rezultati empirijskog istraživanja na uzorku
od 171 učenika srednje škole. Rezultati ukazuju da je mobitel postao sastavni
dio svakodnevnog života učenika, kao i da se koriste u svrhu edukacijskih
procesa u školi i van škole, ali na alternativne načine, ne kao dio redovnog
školskog sistema.
Key words: mobitel, smartfon, učenje, nastava
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Teachers Competences for Educational Work
◆
Antea Čilić & Anita Klapan & Maja Prnić
University of Mostar / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Competence is a combination of knowledge, skills, attitudes, motivation and
personal characteristics enabling individuals to act actively and efficiently in a
certain (specific) situation. Modern changes in the u overall nurture and education system require teachers to take new roles. By performing nurturing-
-educational activities, competent teachers create productive learning proces
ses for each student. The aim of this paper is to explore teachers’ competence in
the nurture-education process. The results show that teachers are very satisfied
with the functioning of working with students. Most of them plan to work in
accordance with the objectives and outcomes of each subject, using appropriate methods and techniques, and connect them with the amenities of daily life.
Also, teachers are satisfied with training courses. It is important that teachers
are willing to constantly learn, upgrade the knowledge and the practical appli
cation thereof. Lifelong learning is a precondition for the quality of work, as
well as the overall educational quality. Evaluation and monitoring of student
progress and achievement is certainly one of the indicators of quality, with
which agrees the majority of respondents in this study. Since the quality of
education in part be predicted on the basis of the possibilities offered by the
surroundings, the first family, the authors emphasize the importance of pare
ntal involvement in the educational process, as well as a positive school climate
that affects the behavior of all members and based on common perception,
behavior in school, as an important factor in the overall quality of the school.
A competent teacher should affect their work on improving the overall quality
of the school as it would not only be a place of acquisition and reproduction
of knowledge but also a place of interaction, communication, tolerance, and
freedom of critical opinion and expression.
Key words: competence, teacher, student, evaluation, quality schools
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A Step in the Right Direction: Cultivating Culturally
Responsive Teachers for Culturally Responsive
Classrooms in Europe
◆
Amarachi Adannaya Igboegwu
Heidelberg University / Germany
ABSTRACT
The world has become a global village. The desire to migrate to foreign lands
in search of a better life continues even more so in this new age of globalisation. Families from especially low to medium income countries are ready to
sacrifice all in search of a better life for themselves and their children. This
age old phenomenon also begs the question of integration. As societies in the
west become more multi-cultural due to the influx of immigrants, what impact
does this shift have on the access to quality education for children of immi
grant families? In my paper, I argue that teachers play a fundamental role in
creating learning environments that are culturally sensitive and responsive
to students from various multi-ethnic backgrounds. Teachers can serve as a
bridge between the home and the school thereby reinforcing both the social
and academic development of students. Culturally Responsive Classrooms
will likewise need culturally responsive teachers. As Europe looks to create
a culturally diverse/integration platform, countries like Germany are already
developing teacher training programmes that have learning components focused in the areas of integration, cultural diversity and German as a second
language. Cultivating culturally responsive teachers will undoubtedly require
the commitment of teachers and the support of the school management. It is
therefore critical that teachers understand the role they must play in heralding
the cultivation and implementation of the Culturally Responsive Classrooms
approach in the European education system.
Key words: culturally responsive classrooms, cultural diversity, integration
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Singing Bowls – Sound Journey in a Kindergarten
◆
Mirsada Zećo
University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Contemporary psychological and pedagogical research have shown that a
modern man needs esthetical contents which make his life more pleasant and
of better quality. Regular esthetical activity leads to balancing rational, emotional and creative components of every human being. Musical upbringing is
of a specific importance for kindergarten children. Music is a phenomenon
which does not only affect cognitive skills but it is also a medium for creativity,
relaxation, therapy and harmonious development of individuals. Through music, we can transfer many contents in authentic, creative and spontaneous way
to kindergarten children. This article encompasses both theoretical approa
ches to the importance and role of music activities in the esthetical upbringing
of preschool children and description of the practical implementation of the
singing bowls as musical instruments. The concept of working with singing
bowls was developed by Peter Hess, an author who had been recognized by
the European Association of Sound Massage Therapy. In kindergartens, the
singing bowls become toys which create sounds, inspire fantasy journeys and
sound improvisations. On the example of preschool children (4-6 years old)
we see that they are a great example of achieving all crucial didactic and methodical postulates through holistic upbringing. The methods which have
been described in this article are relatively new in the Balkans and are seen
as new trends in esthetical upbringing. Serious commitment and stimulating
upbringing environment directed towards developing all potentials of children
have become sort of an imperative for modern society.
Key words: musical upbringing, preschool children, singing bowls
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Importance of Music in Education System
◆
Ivana Gojmerac
University of Herzegovina / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Many studies from field of education systems, neurophysiology and other sciences show to us that music has big influence on human beings, especially on
children and their cognitive and psychophysical development. About good
influence of music we also have evidences in neurological researches on music and rhythm stimulation, which provide to us unbelievable number of info
rmation about work of cerebral cortex during listening music and playing
music instrument. Next to all those incredibly evidences of good influence
of music, education system of Bosnia and Herzegovina is created on opposite
foundations which are guided with idea that there is nothing more important
in school and life than math, languages and science. Any kind of art in this
education system is considered as subject that doesn’t have any value for child
development. Because of that numbers of weekly and year classes of music
are lower and on most of those classes teachers are doing math or some other
subject. That music is helping in acquisition of knowledge, in this paper I
will present series of research evidences from different scientific fields like
neurology, psychology and music pedagogy. In the end, this paper will also
show results from research which was held in Elementary music and ballet
school “Novo Sarajevo” in 2015. Those results are showing that more than
95% of students from all music departments have excellent scores in subjects
of general education and that music has big influence in their cognitive and
psychophysical development.
Key words: music, education, brain, child
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Towards a Typology of Literary Genres in Our Times
◆
Srebren Dizdar
University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
The idea of literary genres and their subsequent application in diverse literary
forms has changed drastically since the time of Greek and Roman Classics. The
paper tries to present various attitudes towards this issue through history, while
giving more space to the theoretical ideas of Bakhtin, Derrida and Genette, who,
in different periods in 20th century, addressed the need to offer more appropriate classification of emerging hybrid kinds of literature, where the bounda
ries between traditional division on poetry, drama and prose mixed freely with
both fictional and factual elements, such as essays, diaries, letters, travelogues
and biographies, as well as any other forms of text understood as document.
With the introduction of multimedia and other digital forms literary narratives have changed so much to the point of being almost impossible to classify them in their most recent forms. That is why the paper wants to offer a
possible typology of literary genres that could correspond to the ever fluid
situations of our times.
Key words: genre, hybrid forms, digital literature, typology
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Globalization in Transnational Fiction
◆
Sezen Ismail
International Balkan University / Macedonia
ABSTRACT
Anglo-Saxon literature has been profoundly affected by the process of globa
lization. In the humanities there have been a number of different paradigms
for studying literature in a transnational framework. Since the late 1990’s, the
discourses of multiculturalism, border studies, diaspora studies, and cosmopolitanism have been invoked in various ways to help underwrite a transnational approach to literary studies. Social movements outside the universities
became linked to the rise of minority, multicultural, and postcolonial studies.
In this respect, literary texts produced by a group of transnational writers
whose fiction both represents the impact of globalization on the production
of English and engages a range of issues related to the economic, social, cu
ltural , and political forces globalization is unleashing. Transnational fiction
transformed the curriculum of literature departments and the research age
nda of its faculty in ways that dramatically reconfigured the historical and the
geographical boundaries of traditional practices. This paper will look at the
modes that globalization and its relationship to the historical forces have co
ntributed to the transnationalizing of literary studies in general, and English
Literature in particular.
Key words: globalization, transnational fiction, post-colonialism, English literature
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Reification of Grendel as a Post-Anarchist in
the Contemporary World
◆
Timucin Edman
Karabuk University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
Grendel is known as the predecessor of the most petrifying and rebellious
monsters in English Literature. In spite of the conventional signification,
Grendel actually stands for anti-globalization movement. Being the successor
of tyrannical King Hrothgar, the so-called hero Beowulf anticipates the da
nger Grendel causes. This monstrous creature is neither man nor animal, thus
belongs to nowhere in the realm of Heorot. Existing as a total misfit, Grendel
tries to survive in this very hostile world. Though his struggle is not entangled
with will to power, his will to survive demarcates the sovereignty of the King.
What is worse, Grendel is not given any chance to live within society nor on his
own. For the perpetuity of the nation, Grendel and all his reflections must be
terminated. This bizarre hybrid creature ‘which’ “thrives without authority and
repression, and rids itself of both inward- and outward- directed ressentiment”
becomes the public enemy to resurrect against the contemporary world as the
new generation anarchist.
Key words: post-anarchism, anti-globalization, misfit, grendel, sovereignty,
signification
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Narrating Africa: Representations of Africa in
Contemporary Canadian Women’s Short Fiction
◆
Demir Alihodžić
University of Tuzla / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
There is a need to acknowledge preconceived notions of Africa and Africans in
Western literature. Edward Said was cheered to note evidence of new intellectual
and political consciences emerging in modern times. Today’s writers acknowle
dge the existence of other cultures and societies, and are ready to cast aside old
bifurcations which have defined an “us” separate from “them” ever since the
Greeks described those outside of their culture as barbarians. As Said and others
argue, notions of fixed identities, be they nationally or racially determined, need
to be challenged and replaced by fresh perspectives of hybrid, intertwining and
overlapping identities. Given the long history of misrepresentation of Africans, a
writer must assume a certain responsibility in describing the African subject in
her/his work. Damning notions of Africa need to be replaced by a more balanced
paradigm, one that does not simply pigeon-hole all of Africa and Africans using
the same delimiting rhetoric of traditional Africanist discourse. My paper exa
mines the contemporary Canadian women’s writing about Africa in the context
of Western Africanist discourse. I will compare the work of Audrey Thomas,
Joan Baxter and Rosemary Nixon with these literary conventional discursive
images and techniques and see if and how their fiction conforms or deviates. A
study of these texts on Africa will indicate the directions in which modern wri
ting is moving; it will be telling to see whether their stories either employ or depart from historic conventions, idioms and means of narrative employed in the
Africanist discourse. Considering the slant of preceding texts, do these writers
manage to escape similar ethnocentric traps? Considering narrative techniques,
are the symbols used by these writers as delimiting and definitive as former stereotypes, or are they expansive and suggestive of new frameworks in which to
view the African Other?
Key words: Africa, postcolonialism, Canadian short fiction
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Afrocentric Visions in Jean-Marie Gustave
Le Clezio’s Onitsha
◆
Asim Aydin
Karabuk University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
After the construction and implementation of Eurocentrism, protests were
raised against the European systems. To define the term Afrocentrism simply,
it is a way of seeing the world from an African point of view. As its counte
rpart, Afrocentrism sees Eurocentrism as a thesis but not as a universal norm
in understanding African reality. In general, African history, culture, and
heritage are also referred to as component parts of the Afrocentric approach.
Afrocentrism is a reaction against Eurocentrism. This reaction is a significant
upheaval of the black intellectual mind against the cartoon like, petit image of
the black man as constructed by the European benefit groups. If Europeanism
is a white chauvinist and nationalist propaganda, Afrocentrism is a black propaganda which is based on the idea that the black is superior. It takes its roots
from the ancient Egyptian civilization, which it claims to have been imitated
by Greeks and Latins in establishing the superior image of the European and
his culture. From the viewpoint of Afrocentrism, this paper will consider Le
Clezio as a man who knows both sides of the coin showing both Africa and
Europe. Depending on his life experience, he found opportunity to compare
and contrast both approaches which were in conflict with each other. To him,
the African language is depicted as a native voice which is enriched by a natural environment and its object. The voice establishes a discourse of natural ha
rmony and native society. Therefore, in his outstanding novel, Onitsha, Clezio
is an Africanist who does not condemn European colonizers believing that
they did have the capability to get adopted to this new environment to which
all Africans are genetically and by heritage familiar.
Key words: Eurocentrism, Afrocentrism, European colonizer, Egyptian civilization
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Satire and Irony in Two of Jane Austen’s Novels
◆
Yildiray Cevik
International Balkan University / Macedonia
ABSTRACT
Jane Austen is identified to cherish the style of Aristophanes or Moliere in her
designation as a social comedy writer. Her conformity to comedy originates
from the conception that an ironic writer is to make the reader reflect on the
rules of social propriety while teaching a moral lesson. Irony and satire as types
of comedy in general are far from being reconcilable elements in her works, for
her ironic sense of the irresolvable incongruity between pretense and actua
lity is employed in the service of morality. Austen examines moral platitudes
in the light of her own ironic, rather than satiric, perceptions of reality. Being an affirmative novelist, positive values abound in Austen’s works. Irony is
the yardstick by which she measures the adequacy of moral positions in her
novels. Austen rather draws the restricting boundaries of moral perceptions
in a mocking, funny way keeping her distance from ‘wry-humor’. Hence, this
paper deals with how Austen forms her unique conception of ironical comedy
and how she keeps the cleavage between satire and irony through striking exa
mples in Pride and Prejudice and Sense and Sensibility.
Key words: satire, irony, comedy, criticism, morality
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Immigrant Voices through Doyle’s the Deportees
◆
Laila Shikaki
Birzeit University / State of Palestine
ABSTRACT
In Ireland, a land colonized over and over, Roddy Doyle writes about life,
mostly from the point of view of white Irishmen. In The Deportees, a colle
ction of short stories, immigrant issues in Ireland are used for Doyle as a vehicle for discussion. Instead of focusing on what it means to be Irish and how
to sustain the elements that have made the Irish people known to the rest of
the world, Doyle focuses on Ireland’s immigrants. Through the medium of his
writing, Doyle uses different approaches in writing about immigrants in order
to be authentic. This paper will look at the immigrants of two of Doyle’s short
stories “Guess Who’s Coming for the Dinner”, and “Black Hoodie”, through the
point of view and narration of two very different white Irishmen. Using similar
writing style, different topic choices, and his way of dealing with assimilation,
and racism, I argue that Doyle’s writing is an addition to the Irish Literature
cannon, enabling Irish readers to engage in dialogue about what it means to
be Irish without being indoctrinated as they have been years ago, by the likes
of Yeats and Joyce.
Key words: Ireland, immigrants, Voice, Doyle, white, Irish
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Miss Julie: A Psychoanalytic Study
Sonali Jain
University of Delhi / India
ABSTRACT
Sigmund Freud theorized that ‘the hero of the tragedy must suffer…to bear the
burden of tragic guilt…(that) lay in rebellion against some divine or human authority.’ August Strindberg, the Swedish poet, playwright, author and visual artist,
like Shakespeare before him, portrayed insanity as the ultimate of tragic conflict.
In this paper I seek to explore and reiterate the dynamics of human relatio
nships that are as relevant today as they were in Strindberg’s time.. I propose
to examine Strindberg’s Miss Julie, a play set in nineteenth century Sweden,
through a psychoanalytic lens. The play deals with bold themes of class and
sexual identity politics. Notwithstanding the progress made in breaking down
gender barriers, the inequalities inherent in a patriarchal system persist in
modern society. Miss Julie highlights these imbalances. My analysis of the
play deals with issues of culture and psyche, and draws on Freud, Melanie
Klein, Lacan, LuceIrigaray and other contemporary feminists. Miss Julie is
a discourse on hysteria, which is still pivotal to psychoanalysis. Prominent
philosophers like Hegel and the psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan have written
about the dialectic of the master and the slave – a relationship that is chara
cterized by dependence, demand and cruelty. The history of human civilization shows beyond any doubt that there is an intimate connection between
cruelty and the sexual instinct. An analysis of the text is carried out using
the sado-masochistic dynamic as well the slave-master discourse. I argue that
Miss Julie subverts the slave-master relationship. The struggle for dominance
and power is closely linked with the theme of sexuality in the unconscious.
To quote the English actor and director Alan Rickman, ‘Watching or working
on the plays of Strindberg is like seeing the skin, flesh and bones of life separated from each other. Challenging and timeless.’
Key words: Hysteria, slave-master, sexuality, unconscious, culture
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Avangard or Bunt (E. Ionesco- S. Beckett)
Almedina Čengić
University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
What characterizes the mid-twentieth century is the emergence of avant-garde
drama, but certainly its immediate development during XXI century. Since
the literature, and thus drama, consequently pursuing socio-political events
and major changes in the level of human activity, it is expected that this kind
of literary texts in search of new tendencies that were not fully recognized.
With the advent of writers Norsemen, Ibsen and Strindberg, avant-garde drama has received the direction of its orientation. A significant turnaround in
the way of writing, the structure of drama, description and presentation of
characters are present in each segment of the innovators, but not brought to
the final effect, which will bee leather explicitly show. Completion of the World
Wars is not, unfortunately, marked the end of a human catastrophe, but on
the contrary, initiated a new type of conflict called “cold war”. In starvation,
murder, bloodshed, persecution, displacement, replaced decades of quiet fear
of a new war zone. Eugene Ionesco and Samuel Beckett have emerged on the
literary scene of the fifties of the twentieth century and the public, through
their literary texts, rebelled against all the annoying rules that are artificially
determined man and his life. Key plays these great “The Bald Soprano” and
Waiting for Godot “, he’ll talk a new way of telling and drama through nothing
all false human values, appeal to the world, which is riding a new cataclysm.
They will talk about the absurdity of the rules at the expense of suffering excha
nge offer and the promise of a new, better life and the world. The text of these
greats will force a man to see things from what closes his eyes from its fou
ndation and shock the public administration procedure absurd which is only
a result of illusion.
Key words: avangarde, the absurd drama, Ionesco, Beckett
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Gothic Indictment in Horace Walpole’s The Castle
of Otranto
◆
Samet Güven
Karabuk University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
Gothic as a genre emerged on account of the transition period from the feudal
to the capitalist, and its rise is a reaction against Enlightenment rationality. In
other words, Gothic deals with the irrational side of man and his place in society. The Gothicists voiced not only the social problems, but also the spiritual
lacuna occurring as a result of the paradigmatic shift. The eighteenth century
was “a time when enlightenment was seen as possible, the rational explanation
of natural and human activities formed an agenda in the service of which most
of the European intellectuals of the age worked” (Punter 7). Known also as the
age of revolutions, 18th century witnesses the rise of bourgeoisie, and the fall
of aristocracy. The new classes, rising up on the social ladder, were too greedy
and violent, and the emerging paradigm with its new individuals became the
subject matter of the founder of the gothic tradition in literature. Having come
to power with no background, the new ruling classes discarded the past, and
ignored everything related to the previous paradigms. Having seen the great
schism, the new greedy individual, and the spiritual lacuna in his age, Walpole
tries to find a solution to the problem: he tries to combine man’s present with
his past, his subconscious with his conscious, and he also sees that restoration
of aristocracy is much better than the chaos and disorder of the new capitalist
paradigm.
Key words: gothic, Walpole, aristocracy, paradigm
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Zolaesque Naturalism and its Influence on Gurpinar
◆
Metin Boşnak
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Naturalism is a movement in fiction that began in France in the latter half
of the nineteenth century. Revolting against the subjectivism and imaginative escapism that seemed to characterize the romantic school, the naturalist
writers followed the biological theories of Darwin, the social and economic
determinism of Taine and Marx. The new movement sought to depict human
society and the lives of people who compose it as objectively and truthfully as
the subject matter of science is handled. Naturalism is a further stage of Rea
lism on a large scale; its predecessors were Stendhal, Balzac, and Flaubert. The
Goncourt brothers, Maupassant, Daudet, and, above all Zola formulated the
principles and engaged in the practices of the movement. In technique, their
work was marked by an objective, detached method of narration, meticulous
accuracy of detail, and scholarly care in the documentation of the historical
background. The subjects of Naturalism were drawn from the lower strata of
society with a hair-splitting account of their sordid, unhappy lives. The naturalists put emphasis on the social environment of the characters and the totally
subordinate relation of the individual human being to it. In the naturalistic
novel, there is a pervading control over the actions and destinies of the cha
racters by impersonal, social and economical and biological forces. Human
free will is shown as weak and almost completely ineffectual. Despite similarity
of method, there is vast area of difference among the naturalists. Zola, on his
part, employs both his technique and his subject matter in the service of his
passionate zeal for social reform.
Key words: Zola, Naturalism, Gürpınar
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Transnational Identity in Robyn Rowland’s Australian/
Turkish Poems: This Intimate War: Gallipoli/Çanakkale
1915 – İçli Dışlı Bir
◆
Catherine Akça
Kafkas University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
World War I was a cataclysm. Such global carnage, devastation and waste
could not but result in international, intranational and individual change. One
of the premises upon which war is sustained is the “otherness” of the enemy,
attributed to various national, ethnic, geographical, social or cultural factors.
This presupposes that the opposing force perceives its own identity as different
from that of the enemy in some crucial way, sufficient to negate any variety
in group affiliations within its own ranks, and to obscure the significance of
characteristics held in common with the antagonist. The intensity of the experience of war, the need to validate the sacrifice involved, political imperatives
and contingent propaganda all tend to reinforce perceptions of self-identity
and “otherness” during the conflict, and in its aftermath. Where war is international, issues of national identity will predominate. During WWI, the Gallipoli
Campaign set Allied invaders against Ottoman Turks. Between 1915 and the
evacuation of the Allied troops in January 1916, both sides sustained terrible
casualties and horrendous loss of life. The history, memories, commemoration
and mythologisation of the Anzac troops, from Australia and New Zealand,
and of the Turks at Gallipoli were to contribute to the forging of the post-war
national identities of their respective countries. However, identity is both a
multi-facetted construct and a process in flux, in which the present interacts
with the past. Imperatives change, perspectives too. Cultural identity, the sense
of belonging to a particular group, may transcend national boundaries; myths
may be reworked. A century after the Gallipoli campaign, this paper examines
poems from Robyn Rowland’s This Intimate War: Gallipoli/Çanakkale 1915,
in the light of the contemporary trend to move away from the mythologizing
of the Gallipoli story on a national basis towards a more inclusive transnational approach based on shared experience and values.
Key words: Gallipoli, Anzac, turkey, identity, Rowland, poetry
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Multiperspectivism in the Iliad of Homer and the Siege
by Ismail Kadare
◆
Fatma Dore
Afyon Kocatepe University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
This work will demonstrate that multiperspectivism is clearly manifested in
two great books of European literature – that of Homer’s The Iliad and Ismail
Kadare’s The Siege, and it will argue that such an approach would be of use in
defusing the real tensions in the continent today. This work will show that whilst
written more than two-an-half millennia apart, the two books have a number of
aspects in common. For instance, they both deal with far-off historical events,
centre on a city under attack by a large invading army, and take place in the region of the eastern Mediterranean. This work acknowledges that the two books
were written for purposes other than multiperspectivism. In Homer’s case, as
Alessandro Baricco notes, The Iliad “was composed in praise of a warring humanity”, whilst for Kadare, The Siege is intended to invite parallels with the
regime of Enver Hoxha in Albania. However, this work will demonstrate that
their multiperspective element is also very much evident through their sympathetically portraying, by their mainly extradiegetic narration techniques, the
conflicts dealt with within them from the viewpoints of both groups of comba
tants. Moreover, this work will show that the multiperspectivism manifested
by both books is unusual in literature dealing with conflict. For example, even
Erich Maria Remarque’s All Quiet on the Western Front, a patently antiwar
novel, through its intradiegetic narration is still only told from the perspective
of one of the combatants. Finally, this work will argue that the multiperspecti
vism manifested in the books of Homer and Kadare would be a beneficial one
in the Europe of today, a continent that is increasingly threatened by bigoted
single perspective narratives whether in the conflict in the Ukraine, the attitude
towards asylum seekers, or in rising nationalism, racism and Islamophobia.
Key words: Multiperspectivism, Homer, Kadare, literature, narrative technique
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Are we What We Buy and What We Consume?: Crisis of
Identity in Hanif Kureishi’s The Decline of the West
◆
Ali Güneş
Karabuk University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
This paper explores in Hanif Kureishi’s short story The Decline of the West
the harsh economic recession or what Kureishi calls “a financial crash” and its
inevitable crippling negative impact on the social life in general and on indivi
dual life in particular, especially in the wake of the “collapse” of Wall Street
back in 2008, which has obviously changed the way of living for millions of
people across the world, specifically in Western societies in Europe and North
America. In so doing, the paper is divided into two parts. In the first part, it
examines how the capitalism as an economic system has radically transformed
since the industrial revolution not only the traditional commercial and fina
ncial system across the world but also the culture of consumption and eventually the ways individuals used to live, their perception of life and identity based
not only on so-called personal happiness, satisfaction, comfort, and freedom
but also on good social standing and prestige in life. The second of the paper argues that Kureishi represents his fictional character Mike throughout
the story in a way that he is extremely affected by the frustrating economic
downturn, and eventually Mike undergoes a severe identity crisis not only in
his view of life, lifestyle and living conditions at home but also in his social
status and esteem because he is fired from his job in a bank, and thus he finds
himself unable to meet financially the demands of his wife and children and
to pay off his debt. Simply, his sense of centre and stability falls apart, and thus
Mike loses the sense of “the future” and wants “to die.”
Key words: Capitalism, consumerism, globalization, recession, identity
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Melville’s Typee: the Experience of Different
Indigenous Perspectives
◆
Nasser Maleki & Mohammad Javad Haj’jari & Sima Poulaki
Razi University / Iran
ABSTRACT
As an experienced explorer of the South Seas, Melville tried his hand in narrativizing the non-western cultures he met in his youth in his own style, unpre
cedented in traditional travel narratives about exotic lands. Agonized on the
verge of civilization and primitivism, Melville could not help his own version
of the indigenous people he witnessed living their own lives. The ambivalence
he found himself strangled in led to his ambivalent portrait of such cultures
towards which he shows simultaneous apathy and sympathy, though the fo
rmer in disguise. His special representation of the colonized in Typee, though
not without the color of colonialist propagandas, indicates the degree to which
Melville expresses his anger against colonial imperialism, or his disavowal of
colonial prerogatives.
Key words: Typee, Melville, colonialism, indignity, freedom, identity
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Seeing Is (Not) Believing: Struggle for Redemption in Ian
McEwan’s Novel Atonement and its Film Adaptation
◆
Srebrenka Mačković

University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina

ABSTRACT
Film represents the most popular art-form of our age, and after over a century
of film-making and cinema, it had changed substantially, both stylistically and
technologically. Since the primary basis for any film is a written text in the form
of script or screenplay, it is not surprising to notice how these two art forms
have become closely intertwined and dependent of each other, especially when
understood in terms of their commercial exploitation as industrial commodities. However, it is a mistake to believe that, due to that phenomenon, it is an
easy task to adapt every novel into film. The main reason for such a claim lies
in the fact that current, mostly postmodernist authors tend to be innovative
and different from their role models, so they often invent new writing techni
ques and approaches that often confuse readers and directors, making their
job of adapting almost impossible. This paper tries to discuss these issues by
focusing on the novel Atonement (2001) by Ian McEwan, a brilliant conte
mporary British author of the new generation, and its film version, directed by
Joe Wright (2007). The emphasis of the analysis lies in a comparison between
the novelist’s use of narrative techniques that revolve around the central idea
of doubtful acts of seeing, which blur the vision of his characters and lead to a
number of tragic events; as well as subsequent attempts to redeem themselves
by re-inventing the past through a creation of credible yet unreliable threads of
narratives in order to transpose fictional ending(s) into believable (his)tory. It
is the intention of the paper to present how such complex problems have been
addressed and resolved in the film version, which also helped explain the novel
as its creative inspiration.
Key words: film adaptation, history, memory, redemption, struggle
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Critique of Authority in Julian Barnes’ “History of the
World in 10 ½ Chapters”, “England, England” and
“The Porcupine”
◆
Elma Šahbegović

International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina

ABSTRACT
This paper explored three Julian Barnes’ novels A History of the World in 10 ½
Chapters, The Porcupine and England, England and the critique of authority
in them. It showed his attitude towards different authorities. Although Barnes
dealt with almost any authority, we focused on only three: religion, political
system and England. These authorities governed humans during history and
the consequences of their decisions affected most of the people on earth. Not
so long ago, Great Britain controlled over one fifth of the world. Moreover,
many bloody wars were going on during its rise and during its fall. Religion,
during all of history, was a cause that whether made people happy or was a
cause that ruined them. The wars were fought and peace was sought in its
name. Because of it, people advanced or were wrecked. And in the end, political systems made huge changes in politics of every country in the world.
Some of them were good and some bad. Nevertheless, they all had its positive
and negative sides. Who suffered the most, were the common people. Barnes’
dealing with the authority is very brave. He questions England’s authority, the
highest religious authorities, political systems, literary authorities. In a clever
and witty way, he points to good or bad sides of these authorities. In addition,
his remarks are correct ones. He is not writing just fiction. He adds philosophy
and criticism to it. With Barnes, nothing is ordinary and nothing is what it
seems. Everything has its other side of the coin. Even the truth is not the same.
But, in the end, we make our own answers and our own truth.
Key words: critique, authority, religion, political system, England
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Universal Impeccability of Humanity, A Discourse
Analysis of Maxim Gorky’s Her Lover
◆
Zeliha Işık
Karabuk University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
Although we have differentiate and name anything we give an eye to, what
the science we study and try to understand and be part of it is the rest of one’s
self, and it is a whole indeed even if it seems it has fallen into branches such as
linguistics, sociology, psychology, anthropology, physics, pharmacology, genetics, economy, politics, education and so forth, any aspect regarding human
being. Primary concern of this study is the symbols as mediators between the
things and us are just ways of building the bridges or breaking one’s connections between human self and the other (anything). As a result, it has been
concluded that we mention about science as wide as our horizon, namely, our
lives are constructed according to the dreams in human beings’ head leading
the world whirling fast. In order to understand what is going on around us
and why it is as it is, we should deconstruct what is already constructed in the
society, so in this paper in the frame of discourse analysis of Maxim Gorky’s
short story, Her Lover, a few aspects of human beings will be discussed in
order to prove how whole the branches of literature, philosophy, psychology,
sociology and linguistics are indeed. Accordingly, Edmund Husserl’s philosophy of phenomenology, Erving Goffman’s theory of stigma, Roland Barthes’
theory of semiotics, Teun A. van Dijk’s discourse analysis and related social
and psychological interpretations will be used to have a good grasp of ourselves in our small world via Maxim Gorky’s short story Her Lover. After a
brief background information about phenomenology, stigma, semiotics, di
scourse analysis and the models used accordingly, Her Lover will be analyzed
through the featured fictional character of Teresa and Mr. Student in the story.
Key words: Discourse Analysis, Semiotics, Stigma, Phenomenology
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Stereotypes and Gender-marked Usage of a Language in
Textbooks of Language and Literature
◆
Bernes Aljukić & Sead Nazibegović
University of Tuzla / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Cilj je ovog rada istražiti i analizirati pojavu rodno označenih stereotipa u
jezičkoj upotrebi u dostupnim udžbenicima jezika i književnosti. Na tragu
sličnih istraživanja krajem 1990-ih godina, predmetom analize u takvom pri
stupu prvenstveno su sintaksički modeli u kojima se uočava da jezička sredstva muškoga roda skoro dominantno zauzimaju poziciju vršitelja radnje, dok
je ženski rod na poziciji objekta ili označen kao pasivni primatelj glagolske
radnje. U radu prednost dajemo i analizi stilski i rodno obilježenih jezičkih
sredstava na morfosintaksičkoj razini, pri čemu se bavimo klasifikacijom i
analizom jezičkih sredstava koja se tradicionalno vezuju uz tzv. slabi ženski
govor, prvenstveno deminutiva i privjesnih pitanja.
Key words: stereotipi, rod, udžbenici
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Strategies of Translating Names from English
into Albanian
Zamira Alimemaj
University of Vlora / Albania
ABSTRACT
Translation is an activity which is carried out in a given cultural context.
Translation has many challenges every translator faces with. One of them is
the problem of translating proper names from one language to another. It is
very complicated because the translator should consider all peculiarities of the
proper names such as sex, geographical belonging, history, specific meaning,
playfulness of language, phonemic and grammatical formation, and cultural
connotation. The focus of this study lies on the translation of proper names
from English into Albanian language and especially the problems of the ortho
graphy of these names.
Key words: orthography, source, target, language, Albanian
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Representing Europeanness in Chinese
Advertising Language
◆
Vincent Tao-Hsun Chang
National Chengchi University / Taiwan
ABSTRACT
This paper aims to present a linguistic pragmatic study along with a critical analysis of the print advertisements of Eslite Bookstore in Taiwan. The
advertising texts adopted the rhetorical strategies of repetition and para
llelism of name and metaphor, with a view to encouraging solidarity and
shortening the social distance through adaptation or dominance. Multifaceted European expressions (including the names of persons [artist/writer/
celebrity], places, literatures) and brand names were creatively crafted and
widely employed within the texts to arouse the attention of the audience,
to initiate cognitive poetic effects and advertising literariness, and to pe
rform diverse communicative functions thereafter. These were also designed to convey significant and dominant ideologies (viz. intellectualism,
elitism, social critique of taste, nostalgia, friends’ rapport, feminine awakening, and humanistic concern), especially those that are pertinent to the
lifestyles of the petit bourgeoisie in urban contexts, and to the linguistic hegemony of foreign languages within the symbolic domain of popular culture.
While placing little emphasis on the commodity-books in question, these ads
encouraged an imaginary audience to spell out a variety of weak implicatures
along the textual lines to reach ‘optimal relevance’ (Sperber & Wilson, 1995).
The ads more or less invisibly persuade the audience to recognize prominent
intercultural values and to construct a culturally pluralistic identity. Thus
they helped shorten social distances and shaped Eslite’s corporate image as
a cultural landmark. This functional linguistic study reveals that advertising
serves an arena embracing competing forces. This study also demonstrates
how symbolic power is reified within language, so that the commercial motive could well be hidden through such communicative strategies as impli
citness, indirectness and vagueness. The dialogic relations between form and
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function in advertising discourse reflect the social interaction and cognitive
dynamics of communicator and audience, thus maintaining the dialectical
relationship between social structures and social practice (Fairclough, 1995).
Key words: advertising-discourse, cultural dynamics, Europeanness, lingui
stic hegemony
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Verb Form Errors Made by Bosnian Learners of English
◆
Emina Jelešković
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Verb form errors represent one of the most prominent error types among
non-native speakers of English. Verb phrases constitute the semantic nucleus
of sentences. Therefore, any deviation from grammatical rules which govern
their usage will render our speech ungrammatical. The paper examines verb
form errors detected in fifty English essays written by fifty Bosnian students
during the freshman year of their university education. All the participants
were ESL students from Bosnia and Herzegovina with the same period of English education within the primary and secondary school system. The metho
dology applied is based on error analysis. Verb form errors were identified,
classified and analyzed, whereupon suggestions were made to ESL students
and lecturers. Markin 4.0 software was used to speed up the error classification process and provide statistical data. The analysis has shown that the most
frequent verb form errors made by Bosnian learners of English include errors in the choice of tense, subject-verb agreement and lack of adequate verb
marking. The data collected offer an insight into the most frequent problems
encountered by Bosnian learners of English pertaining to the use of verbs, as
well as potential solutions which can be applied in the preparation of effective
teaching strategies and material.
Key words: verbs, verb form errors, error analysis
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Cross-linguistic Transfer among Bosnian and Turkish
Students of English as a FL
◆
Nudžejma Obralić
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
It has been hypothesized that the cross-linguistic transfer while learning a
second language is recognized as one of the main obstacles that learners face
while learning a second language or struggle to reach learning outcomes. It
was generally recognized as a reason for failure due to the linguistic errors.
Therefore, we decided to conduct a study and find out to what extents diffe
rences and similarities, markedness, native language transfer, avoidance, first
language influences, underuse and overuse impact a second language acquisition of Turkish and Bosnian learners while learning English. The two main
languages taken into the consideration as L1 are Bosnian and Turkish, whereas
L2 is English. The main purpose of the study is to analyze the cross-lingui
stic influences of Turkish and Bosnian while learning English language and to
point out its importance for learning a second language. The paper itself can
be used as a useful resource for the future researches done on the language
subject in linguistic.
Key words: cross-linguistic influence, syntax, markedness, overuse and underuse, avoidance
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The North-American Linguistic School - An Overview of
the Work of the Descriptivists
◆
Zuhal Guvener
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT

The North-American Linguistic School, or the Descriptivist School, is credited
with laying down the foundation for the recognition of Linguistics as a science in the classical sense, with acceptable data collection, storage and analysis
tools, as well as a systemic approach to collected data. This review article shall
detail the main tenets, actors, proponents, and benefits of the School as well as
the main strains of criticism towards it.
Key words: structural linguistics, descriptivists, Bloomfield, behaviorism
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Teaching Serbian in a Multicultural Context
◆
Borko Kovačević & Natalija Panić Cerovski
University of Belgrade / Serbia
ABSTRACT
This paper discusses some remarks that have been collected during four year
work with the students who learned Serbian in the project Svet u Srbiji (The
World in Serbia). The participants of the project were students from different
countries, different continents, and different cultures, whose native languages
belong to different language families. The research emphasizes some linguistic
presuppositions that can learning of Serbian make easier or harder. Students
from Mali, Burundi and Ghana are much faster in the process of learning the
language than the other students. The paper shows that there are some purely
linguistic reasons for this fact. We also show some sociocultural differences
that can bring to mistakes or misunderstanding in communication in Serbian.
The conclusion is that teaching a foreign language (in this particular case Se
rbian) has to be adjusted to linguacultural models that students belong to. A
teacher has to prepare different teaching materials and to use different tea
ching strategies depending on linguistic and cultural background of students.
Key words: cultural models, communication, intercultural, foreign language
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Children’s Cartoons as an Educational Model
◆
Valentina Majdenić & Andrea Vučetić
Sveučilište Josipa Jurja Strossmayera / Croatia
ABSTRACT
Media education in the primary schooling in Croatia is being conducted only
as a part of the curriculum of the subject Croatian language, from the 1st till
the 8th grade of primary school. The teaching of media culture is very impo
rtant because of the role of media in everyday life. One of the crucial aims of
the media studies therefore is to make the everyday life closer to students and
to show them how to use different contents. The present paper sets it accent
to the cartoon. In the course of the paper there will be the quality of the ca
rtoons in the school curricula investigated, as well as the cartoons that are
being aired on the Croatian TV channels. One of the goals of the research is to
try to determine the role of cartoons in the education of a child. Therefore, one
of the biggest challenges the teachers and educators face is to teach the child
the correct reception of the movie and to develop their critical thinking. In
order to help children interpret movies, educators and teachers, according to
KrešimirMikić, have to know their intellectual and emotional development, as
well as the development of their possibilities of reception.
Key words: cartoons, education, reception, critical thinking
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Using Blogs to Promote Student Interaction and
Learning in EFL Classes
◆
Izela Habul-Šabanović
University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the application of a class blog in an EFL (English as a fo
reign language) teaching context in order to promote student interaction and
learning. A weblog, or blog, is an interactive homepage easy to set up and ma
nage, which permits publishing online. Although it was not initially provided
for pedagogical purposes, a blog has a great potential to be used as a tool in EFL
classes, especially to motivate students to engage in online exchanges, thereby
expanding their language study and learning community beyond the walls of a
physical classroom. This small scale action research explores the usefulness of
incorporating a blog project into an EFL class as it provides an effective means
of facilitating greater learner interaction and reflection on language skills
development. A class blog was envisaged as an out-of-class project aimed at
motivating students to practice language skills and communicate with others
via this new computer-based learning platform outside the classroom. The pa
rticipants for this study were the third and fourth year students (n= 52) of the
Pedagogical Faculty in Sarajevo attending an EFL elective course. The research
mainly focused on the students’ attitudes and perceptions of using a class blog
to support their English language learning and foster student interaction in an
online learning community. The project lasted for two semesters and data were
collected from students through a questionnaire at the end of the term. The
results of the questionnaire reveal that students had an overall positive attitude
towards using a class blog as an appropriate medium for practicing both their
language and social skills.
Key words: blogs, EFL, student interaction and learning
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The Use of Collocations by B1, B2 and C1 Level Students
of English as L2 at the University of Zenica
◆
Edina Rizvić-Eminović & Kamiah Arnaut-Karović
University of Zenica / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
The paper presents a research into the use of collocations by B1, B2 and C1
level students of English at the University of Zenica conducted by analyzing
student’s examination papers. Collocations represent an important segment of
the knowledge of a foreign language and its vocabulary. They appear in many
different forms and learning them might be seen as the most difficult task of
L2 learning. Difficulties in using collocations appear even at advanced levels of
language learning. A preliminary study into the use of collocations by B2 level
students of English showed that the students used proper lexical collocations
in about 60% and proper grammatical collocations in about 50% of the cases.
In view of those results, a research was conducted among B1, B2 and C1 level
students of English at the English Department of the University of Zenica to
investigate their use of collocations. Student translations were analyzed with
a focus on the different types of collocations. The translations were produced
as a part of their final examination in the Contemporary English courses 1
through 8 corresponding to the different CEFR levels analyzed. We assumed
that the results of the students in all four years of the English studies would be
consistent with the results of the preliminary study, and that there would be no
significant difference between the use of grammatical and lexical collocations.
Key words: collocations, lexical collocations, grammatical collocations
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Generic and ESP Acquisition Skills in Social
Science Students
◆
Danica Pirsl & Amela Lukač-Zoranić
University of Novi Pazar / Serbia
ABSTRACT
Active Scheme of Work is just best practice in planning but as usual in practice
there is often an overlap between the sections. Before agreeing on the active
teaching methods, the teaching team will first need to agree on the learning
required. This includes deciding on the prior learning required for early success, and the learning required for high achievement. Foremost, identification
of Critical Skills (Generic Skills) is a must. These are the skills required for
success with assignments, essays, coursework, and other assessments. They are
sometimes called Generic Skills. They are usually high-order skills on Bloom’s
taxonomy e.g. evaluation, synthesis, analysis etc. They do not appear in the
content of the Syllabus or Unit Specification, but might be mentioned in it
elsewhere. For example in a humanities subjects Critical skills might include:
Synthesis: planning coherent and well-structured essays or answers to exam
questions; thinking of examples and evidence relevant to a question or point
of view; defining technical terms as a matter of course in essays and exam
questions; Evaluation: Giving both sides of the argument; quoting evidence for
each substantial point made; giving examples to support points of view; using
‘means and ends’ to justify a judgement. We identify the Critical skills that
are vital for success by referring to: Syllabus/Unit Specifications, The nature of
the subject, Examiner’s Reports, External verifier’s comments, A Curriculum
Audit and the Difficulties that students commonly encounter. Therefore, it appears as a must to teach and stir generic and ESP acquisition skills in social science students as a function of their overall academic achievement and further
inclusion in their respective professional discourse communities.
Key words: active teaching, acquisition skills, social sciences
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Design Your English, English Your Design – Project Based
Learning of ESP
◆
Snežana & Dorin Drambarean
University of Nis / Serbia
ABSTRACT
Project-based learning (PBL) is considered an alternative to paper-based,
rote memorization, or to teacher-led classrooms. Proponents of project-based
learning cite numerous benefits to the implementation of its strategies in the
classroom - including a greater depth of understanding of concepts, broader
knowledge base, improved communication and interpersonal or social skills,
and increased creativity. Educational research has advanced this idea of tea
ching and learning into a methodology known as “project-based learning”. The
paper summarizes the effects of a project implemented in the ESP (English
for Specific Purposes) classroom with the second year students of Painting
and Graphic Design of the Faculty of Arts – University of Niš, Serbia in the
second semester of the 2014/2015 academic year (16 February – 1 June 2015)
which resulted in a completion of a 205-page publication: „English-Serbian &
Serbian-English Glossary of Painting and Graphic Design Terms“.
Key words: PBL, ESP classroom, glossary
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Teachers’ and Students’ Perception on Authentic
Materials in the Teaching Process at ELS
◆
Almasa Mulalić
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Student is at the center in the teaching process in second language teaching and
learning today. This is because teaching methodology has evolved throughout
the years from teacher centered to student centered methodology. Also, communicative language approach to language teaching has placed students at the
center of the teaching process. Therefore methodology, curriculum and the
teaching materials also have been in line with the students needs. One of the
most challenging tasks of any language teacher is to capture the attention and
motivate student to learn second language. The development of meaningful
authentic teaching material can enhance students understanding and motivation. The main aim of this research is to examine the teachers’ and students’
perception on authentic materials at the English Language School (IUS).
Key words: authentic material, language teaching, methodology, curriculum
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Using Corpus in Enhancing Reporting Verb Patterns in
Teaching/Learning Process
◆
Samina Dazdarević & Fahreta Fijuljanin & Aldin Rastić
International University of Novi Pazar / Serbia
ABSTRACT
Knowing which patterns are associated with different reporting verbs is one
of the biggest single grammar challenges facing learners. Using electronic la
nguage corpus is a good way of teaching all those other reporting verbs apart
from ‘say’ and ‘tell’ which have a variety of structures (verb + obj + that, verb +
ing, etc) e.g. promise, advise, deny, etc. Giving the students a long list of verbs
with structures is only confusing and also very boring. With the help of a co
rpus, students acquire knowledge and skills in the language they are studying.
Corpus linguistics can thus be seen as a learning model where students take
responsibility for their own learning. The Corpus of Contemporary American
English (COCA) currently comprises more than 450 million words of text and
is equally divided among spoken, fiction, popular magazines, newspapers, and
academic texts. COCA offers a setting of problem-based learning where the
students’ discoveries and interaction with a corpus give them a learning curve
very much triggered by their own activity and motivation. Further, by being
exposed to authentic data, students are given a more nuanced encounter with
language than traditional grammars are able and are given the opportunity to
evaluate data and draw their own conclusions. From a pedagogical point of
view it is quite evident that the integration of corpora in language teaching/
learning is beneficial to students.
Key words: reporting verb patterns, teaching/learning, corpus
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Learning English Language and Culture in Iran
◆
Mojtaba Najafi
University of Tehran / Iran
ABSTRACT
This article discusses the relationship between culture and English language
teaching (ELT) in Iran. A critical question arises in terms of ELT, that is,
whether to teach culture along with English and is learning culture of nation
arises the possibility of learning that language (in this case English language)
or not. To answer such a bewildering question, this article presents related lite
rature and studies and discusses a theoretical frame based on experts’ insights
and opinions. The article displays various viewpoints concerning this topic,
uses empirical methods in this field, and reaches some valuable conclusions.
Key words: culture - language - Iran - learning language
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The Impact of Students’ Motivation on Their Achievement
in Freshman English Course at International
University of Sarajevo: A case study
◆
Neđla Ćemanović
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
A number of studies in the field of SLA have exhibited a considerable impact
of motivation on students’ achievement. The learning process does not happen merely inside the learner’s mind but also in multiple contexts such as
socio-cultural. Relying on the motivational theories by R.C Gardner and Z.
Dörnyei as major theoretical frameworks and considering several contemporary sources on the topic, this study explored the impact of motivation on
students’ achievement in an international setting focusing on two national
groups, Turkish and Bosnian, and their respective performances in Freshman
English Course. The purpose of this paper is to trigger teachers to motivate
students by considering their cultural background as an important factor in
generating their strategies. The findings provided evidence that the correlation between motivation and achievement was undoubtedly present and they
reinforced the importance of L2 motivation in a particular context. This study
also illustrated that the impact did not vary across gender line. However, cros
s-cultural differences proved quite significant in the outcome of this research.
Keywords: motivation, achievement, socio-cultural context, L2 learning
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Importance of Language Competence Development
for the Knowledge Oriented Society
◆
Katarina Aladrović –Slovaček & Anita Mazej & Anđelka Ravlić
University of Zagreb / Croatia
ABSTRACT
In document “Eight key competences for lifelong learning” the first and the most
important competence is communication in the mother tongue. If we have good
knowledge in mother tongue than we will be better in the process of learning
foreign language. Language competence means to know language on the level
of phonology, morphology, syntax, lexicology, orthography and orthoepy. We
have linguistic competence (knowledge about language) and communicative
language (using of language). In these moment, when we speak about European
society, it is very important to have good competences in ICT and in speaking of
foreign language. For these reasons, we made research about language competences in mother tongue (Croatian language) and English in primary school and
attitudes of children to Croatian language and English and way they learn them
or not. It will be included 3 primary schools in Zagreb (N = 120) in first two periods of learning (1st - 6th class). We want to measure linguistic and communicative competence in Croatian and English and how pupils are different in terms of
sex, age and attitudes. We expected that children in first two periods of primary
school have better developed linguistic competence (theory of language) than
communicative competence (using language in everyday situations). It is expe
cted because of methods of teaching and learning. Croatian teachers are more
focused on theory than functional literacy in process of teaching and learning
Croatian language. It is easier with English because teachers of English are more
focused on using English in different situations. Also, we expected better results
from girls than boys and from older pupils than younger as from pupils who
have more positive attitudes to Croatian language and English.
Key words: Croatian, English, communicative competence, language skills
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Teaching Styles Preferences of Freshman Students at IUS
◆
Alper Fener
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
A teaching style is a teacher`s personal behavior and attitudes towards his or
her students in the classroom. However, teachers don`t use the same teaching
style on their students as well as students don`t learn their teaching subjects by
using the same learning styles. Although there are some studies about teaching styles preferences of students in USA, Asia and in Europe, this kind of
educational theory based research has not done for many times in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The purpose of this study is to identify the teaching styles pre
ferences of freshman students relate to their gender, nationality and age differences at International University of Sarajevo. The focus group is divided
in twenty (N=20) males and females who come from both Turkey and Bosnia and Herzegovina. The research survey consider the first session of the fall
semester 2014/2015. This is a quantitative research study. The results imply
that teachers should consider their students` teaching styles preferences rather
than choosing their own teaching methods. In this way, their freshman students will increase their study performance and they will reach their academic
achievement.
Key words: teaching styles preferences, teachers, multi-style approach
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The Perceptions of Students and Teachers about the
Benefits of and Barriers to Technology Aided EFL
◆
Mahmood Imad Mohammed
Istanbul Aydin University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
In this study the viewpoints and feelings of EFL students and EFL teachers on
the benefits of and barriers to technology aided English as a foreign language
(TAEFL) were examined. This study was conducted at Salahaddin University –
– College of Languages – Department of English Language in Erbil, Iraq. The
purpose of the study was to understand the attitudes of EFL students and tea
chers who use technology for educational purposes towards the use of techno
logy in the process of English language learning and teaching. In addition, the
study aimed to find out the participants EFL students and teachers frequency of
technology use. Finally, the study examined the barriers that the EFL students
and teachers encounter while using technology. The questionnaires and inte
rviews were administered in order to collect the data. The first questionnaire
was administered to 130 EFL students at Salahaddin University – College of
Languages – Department of English Language. The second questionnaire was
administered to 50 EFL teachers at Salahaddin University – College of Langua
ges – Department of English Language. Furthermore, in order to get more info
rmation, ten EFL students and ten EFL teachers were interviewed in this study.
The findings of this study indicated that in spite of having positive attitudes
towards integration of technology in EFL, the participants of EFL students and
teachers did not use technology in their English language too much. In addition, the use of technology is not too much due to several barriers. Deficiencies
and constraints of technological instruments, financial supports, lack of time,
lack of information about how to use various types of technological equipment
and programs, and lack of effective training courses are the challenges that di
scourage and prevent the participants from utilizing and integrating technology
into their English language learning and teaching process.
Key words: TAEFL, attitudes of TAEFL, benefits, barriers
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Integrating Oral Communication Skills and Oral
Communication Assessment into Everyday Learning
◆
Samra Bujak
International Burch University / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Oral communication skills are essential both within the classroom and society.
There are issues teachers face, but there are ways to help students explore diffe
rent ways of communicating. There are three parts to oral communication that
are important for students to learn and are crucial in the development of their
skills. They are: listening – students need to listen to their teachers, other students, and oral versions of texts, speaking – students need to be able to interact
with others, using appropriate language, clarity, and strategies that emphasize
or help express meaning and emotions and reflecting – students need to re
cognize their strengths and weaknesses when preparing for and participating in
communication activities, and reflect on how they can improve. The purpose of
this paper is to help professors improve oral communication skills and to show
them a way how to assess oral communication skills at the university. The paper
gives brief introduction about oral communication skills; the importance of oral
communication skills; approaches to teaching oral communication skills; some
methods how to assess oral communication skills; advantages & disadvantages
of oral communication assessment and presents some ideas that will help tea
chers assess the student’s oral communication skills. Assessing oral communication skills in the English language arts classroom can be difficult for teachers
who do not know what to look for. However, this paper will help teachers realize
the importance of oral communication skills, show them how to improve students’ oral communication skills, give them methods how to assess oral communication skills at the university and recommend the ways how to grade oral
communication skills. I hope that the ideas and samples presented in this paper
will encourage you to continue and even extend your use of oral assessment, or
to begin using oral assessment if you aren’t already doing so.
Key words: oral communication skills, learning, assessment, teaching
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The Attitudes of EFL Teachers towards Teaching Culture
in EFL Classes: Is it really an iceberg?
◆
Fulya Eslek & Gülbin Özdemir
Fırat University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
Teaching culture has always been considered as an intriguing and entertaining
but a challenging topic by most of the teachers in the world of English tea
ching as a foreign language. Nowadays, some of the teachers seems to be very
much willing to teach culture and find it easy to transfer. On the other hand,
others find it seriously hard and problematic or even unnecessary to share and
mention. In either case, the key point seems to be the teachers. Therefore, this
study aims to investigate and shed light on the attitudes of EFL teachers towards teaching culture in EFL classes. 45 English language instructors working
at Fırat University, School of Foreign Languages will be the participants of this
study. The data will be gathered through the “Survey of Teaching Culture in
EFL Classes” developed by Güler and Karabinar (2012).
Key words: attitude, culture, EFL, students, teachers
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Is Communication Really a Food?
◆
Sandra Veinberg
Riga International School of Economics and Business Administration (RISEBA)
& Liepāja University / Latvia
ABSTRACT
‘Everything we consume acts either to heal us or to poison us,’ states Buddhist
researcher Thich Nhat Hanh (Hanh, 2013). The flow of information from the
media is part of the food or nutrition for people that can make us happy, angry,
sad or cursed. So far, we have never analysed the media flow from this point
of view. The fact that the media often spreads ‘toxic information’ and does
not provide enough information ‘that makes us feel good’ is quite a common
phenomenon in various surveys of media audiences. It looks raw and primitive, but is actually true. Our old logic in regard to information in the media
had always relied on the literacy of the written word and the belief that ‘media
intellectuality’ is the ability to make a connection from the facts that the media gives us. If the media audience were not able to understand the message
it was getting from the media, we would tend to complain of that audience’s
lack of education or its level of stupidity. Until now, we have never conducted
an analysis of the biological effect on the human body that is created by one’s
communication with media information. It is very likely that the consumption
of media information affects our media habits in the same way that food affects
our appetites and satiety.
Key words: communication, media audience, communicating, the literacy
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Social Media and Socialization
◆
Osman Metin
Afyon Kocatepe University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
Aile toplumun en küçük sosyal grubudur. Aile, örgütlü toplum
yapısının ortaya çıkmasında önemli bir konuma sahiptir. Ayrıca bireyin toplumsallaşması ve sosyal ilişkilerinin gelişiminde aile belirleyicidir. Aile içi ilişkiler, sosyal kurumların temelini oluşturmakta ve bu sosyal kurumların önce aile içerisinde ortaya çıkmasını sağlamaktadır.
Teknoloji ve beraberinde ortaya çıkan yeni alışkanlıklar aile içi ilişkileri
dönüşüme uğratabilmektedir. Literatürde ağ toplumu tanımlamalarının
yapıldığı bu zamanlarda internet tabanlı sosyal medya kullanımı dönüşüme
uğrayan bu alışkanlıklara neden olan bir olgu olarak gösterilebilir.
Sosyal medya kullanım yaygınlığı gün geçtikçe artan bir seyir izleme
ktedir. Artan sosyal medya kullanımı ile bireyin aile içerisinde geliştirdiği
sosyalleşmesine yönelik stratejisi de teknoloji ve sosyal medya etkisi ile
dönüşmektedir. Dolayısıyla toplum içerisinde oluşturduğu bireysel varlığı ve
kimliği internetle birlikte sosyal medyayla örtüşük bir yapıda devam etme
ktedir. Sosyal medya, sosyalleşme ajanları içerisinde sayılan kitle iletişim
araçlarının yerini almıştır. Bu anlamda, sosyal medya bu durumu ile aile ve
bireyin sosyalleşmeyle ilişkisi konusunda bilimsel olarak üzerinde çalışılmayı
gerektiren yeni bir olgudur.
Key words: aile, sosyal medya, kültür
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Future of the Documentary in the Selfie Culture
◆
Lejla Panjeta
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
What is the future of documentary film form in the culture of selfism and
technology friendly recording devices? The intention of this discussion is to
question of documentary form and selfie phenomenon in the cultural implications emerged as a consequence of wide spread new technologies and social networking, touch screen and video. Culture as the inherent feature of
a group and individual both is defined by a given space and time and is in
constant changing mode. In new media defined by the Wi-Fi technology and
communication gadgets the new conducts and behaviors are introduced into
the traditional cultures. Taking the fast lane of connectivity but in the same
time remaining in the slow lane of anonymity is not just a fad of anonymous’
networking of international culture, but the main communicating feature today. Recording video and taking pictures has lost its importance and elitism,
gaining superficiality and HD quality. What happens to the content, cultural
context and creative approaches in this process? What is the quality of new
international culture in the virtual space and time defined by picture in motion language of visual communication (film grammar) and technology video
devices? Does the culture based on this technology make the new stereotypes?
What is the human language for communication in this international culture?
Can English be the long lost Babylon dream fulfilled? Is documentary benefi
ting in quality or dying?
Key words: documentary, recording, culture, selfism, communication, virtuality
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Importance of Information Technology and Competition
In Terms of Changes in Management Effects
◆
Rifat İraz & Atila Karahan
Selçuk University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
Since the beginning of our time mankind has been in a constant struggle of
existing with intolerable attraction of transformation and harmony. With the
industrial revolution and the advancement of the information technologies,
20th century has seen the biggest evolution ever since Adam and Eve. As the
societies, enterprises also took its share and became one of the key elements
in advancement. To be able to get their cut from the cake that we call life, enterprises have entered a tough fight and with every passing day competition is
escalating. To be able to keep up with the opposition enterprises have to match
the contemporary requirements by integrating their structure with modern
management understanding and up to date technologies. In the virtually final
phase of technological evolution, ‘’Information’’ concept constitutes a critical
part of advancement. Under these circumstances Information Technologies
is a requirement in today’s understanding of development. Today, among the
factors that determine the competitiveness of information and knowledge
changes in technologies that may affect the business and versatile. That of enterprises they are required to estimate the impacts by monitoring changes. Because these changes the importance of obtaining the competitiveness of compliance, and gradually increasing with each passing day it is becoming more
strategic location. In this study, the competitiveness of information technology
the impact of management changes referring to the importance of centipede
are highlighted. In this study knowledge, knowledge production and management and the strategic use of information in competition is being evaluated.
Key words: knowledge management, knowledge age, organizational knowledge
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Analysis and Evaluation of Software Tools for
Creating HDR Images from LDR Photographs with
Multiple Exposures
◆
Vladimir Gjorgjieski & Igor Nedelkovski
International Balkan University / Macedonia
ABSTRACT
The human visual system has the capacity of instantaneously receiving a large
amount of visual information about an abundance of details and numerous
colors in a different dynamic range of light. To reproduce this is challenging
since even the latest technology has limited abilities regarding the representation of the actual lighting. High Dynamic Range (HDR) technology reproduces lightning rather faithfully. As a result, different techniques and software
tools for creating HDR images are currently developed. So far, combining Low
Dynamic Range (LDR) images of the same scene, taken with different exposition times, to produce a HDR image seems to be the most reliable and the most
common method in use. The area is in the early stages of development, so se
veral software development companies are working on tools with the purpose
of getting better and better results. Since neither a standardized method nor a
possible candidate for a superior or even a preferable tool has emerged up to
now, assessing the quality of the HDR images created with each of the available
and marketed tools appears to be an inevitability. The evaluation in this case
is, nevertheless, a delicate matter since the end user is the human eye, i.e. the
very subjective human perception. To overcome this difficulty, both psychophysical and psychometrical experiments are extensively used. The study aims
to analyse the possibilities and the end results of the LDR-to-HDR procedure,
using each of the leading software tools for creating HDR images. The goal is
to contribute to the creation of standard methods and tools for creating images
with high dynamic range.
Key words: HDRi, Real-world lighting, HDR standards
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Information Technology Strategy for Turkey
◆
Rifat İraz & Atila Karahan
Selçuk University / Turkey
ABSTRACT

To reach today’s societies from the power and reach of information by keeping
the value of the protection has become very difficult. Information and info
rmation technology is extremely important for communities to have. Because
the levels of development of the communities to have knowledge and information technologies is directly related to effective use. Information age, especially
of our age, and knowing today’s advanced societies as the information society
has brought competitiveness of information between communities and states,
particularly in information technologies have developed and this technology
has attracted attention to enhancement requests. In the information society,
in order to provide superiority to the competitors, the businesses want to keep
the information in their hands and benefit from the information technology.
At this point, business departments have an importance at whether the obtai
ning of information or the use of information. In the information age, in order
to provide the qualified work force to the institution, the businesses must give
importance to the public relations having a mission to increase the reputation
of the institution. In addition, it should be noted that, institutions where info
rmation and communication technologies nowadays make progress moment
by moment will speak to corporate audiences in new ways and will need public
relations professionals to use these technologies in effective way. In this study,
it has been focused on the concepts of information society and knowledge
management, public relations in knowledge-based society is examined theoretically. In this article, the question is dealt with in the case of rapid changes in
information technology engine with science relations in the framework of the
main line, then tried to present the situation in this regard is Turkey.
Key words: technology, competitive, technology policies, knowledge economy
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The Woman and the Mass Culture
◆
Hend Alsudairy
Alfaisal University / Saudi Arabia
ABSTRACT
The Saudi female novel has registered a strong presence on the Arab literary
map. The female literary production has increased in the second millennium
and surpass the male’s who started writing way earlier than the female nove
list. Both genders write and draw on the average Saudi citizen’s life, struggle,
dreams, hopes and inspiration but the female’s writings are distinguished for
their vigorous images and deep insight into regional culture and the constru
ction of the female identity within that culture. Hence the focus of this paper
is the novel Äl-Warafah {the Shadwing Tree} (2008) authored by one of the
most well-known novelist in Saud, Omaimah Al-Khamis. The novel discusses
the gender bias within the family and society and the forming of the female
identity from the womb of denial and struggle to be. It will also highlight the
female’s choices in life and how she compromises for what she does not have
access to. The novel’s title itself reflects and recalls the female social role in a
conservative restricted society.
Key words: gender bias, social pressure, identity construction
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Bosnian Spirit of the Mathnawi Tradition - Past and Present
◆
Lejla Hota
University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
In this paper we elaborate on tradition of studying the Mathnawi in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The Mathnawi is a famous work of a worldwide known Mystic
poet Maulana Jalaluddin Rumi (d. 1273, in Konya, Turkey). Tradition of stu
dying the Mathnawi in Bosnia and Herzegovina reaches up to 17. century and
it is still alive. This paper will be consisted of four separate questions which are
in the essence related to each other. First, we will stress main references of the
Mathnawi, well known as the Koran (Qur’an) in Persian tongue, because Ma
ulana Jalaluddin Rumi had been Persian origin even he spent most part of his
life in Konya, Turkey. The second part of this paper treats former period of the
Mathnawi tradition in Bosnia and Herzegovina. In the third part of the paper
we will go through the present Mathnawi tradition in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Finally, in the fourth part we will circle this paper with correlation between the
Mathnawi and Education. In other words, we will point to the immportance of
including the Mathnawi into Education system as such.
Key words: Mathnawi Tradition, Maulana Jalaluddin Rumi
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The Importance of Onomastics in the Research
of Bosniak History
◆
Redžep Škrijelj
Novi Pazar State University / Serbia
ABSTRACT
Onomastics, as a special linguistic discipline has a very important role in the
preservation of the meaning of the etymology and genesis of numerous top
onymic, antroponymic and historic characters which contain a rich lingual
interpretation which strengthens the cognitive abilities of the students who
attend educaion. This important scientific field corresponds with other scie
ntific branches, especially etymology, dialectology, history, geography, mytho
logy and other important disciplines which contribute to the unique quality of
the cognitive process. The role of toponomastics as onomastic discipline is of
great importance, because it eases the genesis and comprehension of nume
rous oikonyms, oronyms, hydronyms, exonyms and ethnonyms in the sociolinguistic and overall education at the schools. The permanent interest about
this branch of linguistics speaks in favor of the fact that we are talking about
a relevant scientific category in the modern educational praxis. The etymo
logy and importance of numerous onomastic characters in our geographic are
as opens a possibility for a closer and clearer cognition of historical streams,
peoples and languages from which they emerged or were formed from. During
our researches we discover many onomastic contents which point out to the
presence of different languages and cultures on the territories of the Balkan
Peninsula. Important onomastic traces along Rumelia, Anatolia, from Middle
East to Northern Africa can be found as a consequence of the Bosniak muhajir
history.
Key words: onomastics, schooling, history, Rumelia, Bosniaks
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Drawing Lesson from History: The Unionists, Nationalism,
the Balkans and the Lost Ottomans’ Sovereignty
◆
Süleyman Demirci
Erciyes University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
The Young Turk revolution was engineered by a committee of union and
progress which composed of many different origins. But the main body of the
revolutionist movement was the officers among the third army crops in Macedonia. After considerable efforts the revolutionists came to power in 1908.
The first demands of this movement were constitution, freedom, equality, and
somehow autonomy. The main point shared with non-Muslims and Muslims
was to overthrow the absolutist Sultan Abdulhamid II. By overthrowing him,
the Young Turks thought that it would be for the better. Thus, they did not
hesitate to make any possible collaboration with any subject within the Ottoman Empire. In this paper I shall try to explain which methods the Unionists
employed in power to control people of the Ottoman Balkans, and were they
successful by using the methods?
Key words: the unionists, nationalism, Turks, Ottoman Balkans
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Images of Sarajevo in Hungarian Travel Writings
during the Austro-Hungarian Period
◆
Esztella Csiszar
Corvinus University of Budapest / Hungary
ABSTRACT
This paper explores and interprets the images of Sarajevo and its peoples in the
texts of Hungarian travel writers during the Austro-Hungarian period (18781918). Travel writing has been a popular genre in the late nineteenth century’s
Hungary: it has provided readers with stories of unfamiliar lands, unknown
traditions, and exotic people. Thus, travel accounts can be considered as the
most valuable sources among the Hungarian language literature on BosniaHerzegovina as they give some fascinating insights not only into the images of
other cultures and societies, but to the reflections of the authors and concerns
of their own societies as well. How do these travelers depict the people and
places encountered? What kind of image are these texts revealing on Bosnia
and Hungary? How do they see themselves in relation to the “Other”? The
study of Hungarian travel writings about Bosnia can prove to be useful in
answering these questions and providing insights into late nineteenth-century
and early twentieth-century life in Bosnia and Hungary. They can also help us
understand how Hungarians positioned themselves during their encounters
with their new “colony”. Orientalism, picturesqueness and romance would
dominate the vision of the travelers and their writings on Bosnia. However,
they also include important factual details and valuable cultural insights as
they present fascinating descriptions of history, society and tourist attractions.
Beyond the conventional themes they also contain personal perceptions that
uniquely captures the moments of everyday Bosnian life. The most common
itinerary for the Balkan trip was to enter Bosnia by train from the Southern
Hungarian town of Pécs and travel to Sarajevo, then continue to Mostar and
further to Dalmatia. This paper focusses on the representations of Sarajevo in
the Hungarian travelogues, as travellers’ impressions of the city resulted in the
most detailed and colourful accounts.
Key words: Sarajevo, Islam, modernization, travelogue, Austria-Hungary
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The Cultural Framework of the Bosniaks in Turkey
◆
Hanifa Obralić
University of Travnik / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Culture can be defined in many ways and observed from various perspectives.
We observed the cultural framework of the Bosniaks living in Turkey in rural areas considering their tradition, customs, religion, education, and value
system. After the Austro-Hungarian occupation, many people migrated to Tu
rkey. We observed the Bosniaks who were called Muhamedians in the period
of Austro-Hungarian due to fact they were Muslims. The Bosniaks in Turkey
have been called as Bosnaklar, Bosnak tarifesi, and Bosnalu takimi. The main
objective of this research is to investigate and define the cultural framework of
Bosniaks living in a village in Turkey, Kalafat. For analyzing archival research
we involved content analysis and gathered data from the various sources that
belong to the periods of Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian Empire, and a qualitative analysis of material-Archival Research method. Besides, we composed
a questionnaire and conducted a highly structured data collection instrument
including various items which suggest options and include particular information, thus, our research is characterized as quantitative research. We found out
essential components that reflect cultural framework within Bosniak community in Kalafat.
Key words: cultural-framework, tradition, language, values
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Tourism as an Old Trend but New Challenge
for Bosnia and Herzegovina
◆
Lejla Dizdarević
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Many countries have considered tourism industry as the perfect chance to
increase their GDP, employment rate, exports and to stabilize their balance
of payments. According to UNWTO the international tourist arrivals grew by
4.4% in 2014, what refers to 1,135 billion people and 1,5 trillion $ US in expo
rt earnings. Thus, it is without any doubt considered as the fastest growing
economic sector in the world with great impact on the socio-economic deve
lopment. Consequently, competition among destination around the world is
evident result of this trend. But, how this affects Bosnia and Herzegovina? The
long and turbulent history, invaluable cultural and natural heritage as well as
recent happenings are open call for all those with curiosity, desire to experience multi-ethnicity, history, adventure, and empathy. Evidently, the tourism
is growing in BIH, year by year, and even month by month. Although tourism
statistics are not that accurate, sudden expansion in tourism components are
shaping up the real picture of tourism growth in the country. Besides all of
those challenges since 1990’s, together with reforms in the economic, political,
and social aspects, the tourism growth can easily become the additional one
for BIH. Eventually, the tourism as one of the rare prospects for the economic
recovery of this country is on the weak pathway to achieve long term sustai
nability due to the destructive constitution, bureaucracy, and administration.
The paper aims to emphasize and discuss the current situation in the country
from the critical point of view and through the observation and analysis of the
relevant literature. Raising awareness of this particular issue hopefully may
bear the ground for the positive changes in the future.
Key words: tourism, planning, challenge, Bosnia and Herzegovina
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A New (Old) Approach to the Promoting of Cultural
Heritage: Illustrated Maps and Infographics
◆
Emir Isović
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
The paper gives a brief introduction to the modern trends in disseminating
the information, the general condition of public awareness of the cultural heritage and the problem of insufficient visual presentation of the cultural heritage in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The general introduction to the topic of data
visualisations and infographics, particularly infographic maps is given. The
importance of using the illustrated maps, infographic guides and historical
reconstructions will be emphasised. The author provides some very obvious
examples of a bad visual promotion of cultural heritage of Bosnia and Herzegovina, along with the author’s possible alternatives to this situation. Finally,
the author shows his own work done in field of cultural propaganda, where the
audience will be shown the power of non-statistic infographics in promoting
the cultural heritage.
Key words: infographic, visualization, propaganda, cultural heritage, Bosnia
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New Trends and Challenges in
Today’s Europe
◆
Stream
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The Rise and Fall of the European Dream
◆
Joseph Lough
University of California / The USA
ABSTRACT
When Europeans awakened from their mid-twentieth century nightmare,
most agreed that its Great Depression and two world wars were not the inevitable consequence of religious and cultural differences or close proximity of
Europe’s nations to one another. Rather had these disasters been brought on by
economic, social, and political short-sightedness. When they came around to
building the European dream, good sense brought them to create mechanisms
— economic, social, and political — designed specifically to insure against any
recurrence of these tragedies. Strong democratic institutions, rigorous independent regulation of global private markets, universal education and health
care, and a broad and deep social safety net; out of such would Europeans craft
a safe, secure, and peaceful Europe. But, then, beginning in the late 1960s,
under pressure from restored global competition, Europeans began to adjust
their dreams to the new economic realities. Now, almost a half-century later,
we are beginning to see the fruits of this global readjustment. In this paper, I
review the century-long trajectory traced by the rise and fall of the European
Dream. I then ask what practical steps we can take to restore this dream and
ensure that the disasters of the last century are not repeated in our own.
Key words: nationalism, austerity, neoliberalism, Europe, European dream
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Russian Challenge to the EU Model
◆
Seven Erdoğan
Recep Tayyip Erdogan University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
Europe was a zone of competition between two superpowers during Cold War.
But, it has turned into to a zone of attraction with the end of Cold War. This
zone of attraction has been also widely called as the European/EU model. The
demands of former Soviet Republics for EU membership played an undeniable role in the transformation of Europe from a zone of competition into a
zone of attraction in this period. On the other hand, Europe started to the new
millennium with a political crisis stemming from the rejection of Constitutional Treaty. When the Europeans were thinking that the crisis was over, they
faced with a new crisis which is economic in nature, but having the potential
of threatening all the dimensions of the European integration. As a result of
these two crises, Europe’s image as a zone of attraction depreciated to a great
extent. In addition to these developments stemming from the internal dyna
mics of EU integration, there have been also outside actors and developments
that have further intensified the depreciation in Europe’s image as a zone of
attraction. This study aims to examine one of this outside actors by focusing
on the role of Russia in the weakening of EU’s image as a zone of attraction. In
this scope, firstly the emergence of European/ EU model will be elaborated; se
condly, the issues leading the dominance of a crisis situation in the EU-Russia
relations will be identified; thirdly, the problems between Russia and EU will
be dealt with in relation to EU model. The study will conclude that the tensions
between the EU and Russia have intensified the depreciation in the image of
EU as a zone of attraction.
Key words: EU, Russia, EU Model
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Reflections on the Dynamics of the EU Borders
◆
Vjeran Katunaric
University of Zadar/ Croatia
ABSTRACT
In this paper the EU is taken from an optimistic perspective, as a growing
alliance of democratic countries that overcomes the formats of the historical
European empires. Insofar, further expansions of the EU borders would nece
ssitate some changes in the Union’s economic and political make-ups, which
design may be attractive to many other countries and people(s). In so doing,
the EU may decisively contribute to building a democratic world-state with
varieties of similar, yet mutually compatible, regimes. The dynamics of the EU
borders may be a precursor to such a world-historical process. Author specifies
possible consequences of further expansions of the EU borders in terms of co
smopolitanism. Accordingly, he expounds six tenets concerning the “variable
geometry” of the EU borders. In lieu of conclusion, author elaborates a co
nceptual distinction of the EU as the Community with permanent, yet flexible,
boundaries, and EU as the Society in which state borders gradually disappear,
former nation-state borders of the EU member states alike.
Key words: EU borders, cosmopolitanism, world state
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Embedded Governance: The Cross-level Analysis on
Green Public Goods of European Union
◆
Cao Dejun
Peking University / China
ABSTRACT
European Union’s public goods supply has shown the complex feature of “Multilevel Governance “, which means collective actions always embedded in national level, sub-national level and supranational level. According to Mancur L.
Olson’s theory, excessive number of actors would leads to the collective action
dilemma. But why can a loose EU, constituted by 28-member, achieve greater
success than other sovereign states? Mainstream literatures usually explain
this question with three main approaches, that is, the “top-down” approach of
Hierarchical Governance, “horizontal network” approach of Open Coordination and “bottom-up” approach of Civil Society Governance. Although these
approaches are somewhat advantageous respectively, but still seem inferior to
powerful explanations from Social Capital Theory (SCT). With a cross-level
analysis framework, the Institution-Relation embedded logic of SCT emphasizes that the uneven distribution of Social Capital may determine interaction models between national level, sub-national level and supranational level.
When rational interests plays a key role, the institutional constraints of Social
Capital will facilitate the efficiency of climate governance; and when intera
ctions are dominated by shared norms, the relationship connections by Social
Capital also ensure legitimacy of collective actions. Currently, there are three
kinds of logic: Strong Institution-Strong Ties, Weak Institution-Strong Ties
and Strong Institution-Weak Ties, which is the real root cause of EU’s success
about green public goods supply.
Key words: climate change, cross-level governance, social capital
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What does the European Union’s (EU’s) New Approach
Bring to Bosnia and Herzegovina?
◆
Edita Đapo & Ognjen Riđić
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Bosnia and Herzegovina has been lacking the collective political power to address the reforms that were necessary for progress towards EU over the years.
The B&H politicians could not agree upon any effective coordination mechanism on EU issues. The lack of coordination mechanism has negatively affected the country’s interaction with the EU. Beside the coordination mechanism the other political issues could not be resolved. The EU Commission
intensively facilitated resolution of the Sejdić-Finci ruling of the European
Court of Human Rights that B&H has to implement, but without any success.
The political actors have also been unable to agree upon countrywide strategy
required for Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance, in sectors, such as: agriculture, energy, transport and environment. These negative developments led
to a substantial reduction of funding in these areas. Political disagreements
have caused economic stagnation on moving towards European standards. In
February 2014, widespread, citizen-led protests have occurred. These protests
have underlined the fragility of the socio-economic situation. The EU Commission has launched a New Approach for B&H towards EU aiming to shift
the focus towards economic reforms and issues of direct concern to citizens.
This included development of a ‘Compact for Growth and Jobs’. The Compact
is supposed to be the yardstick for the necessary economic reforms. In this
paper we will explain the importance of the New Approach for B&H, as well as
what ‘Compact for Growth and Job’ brings to B&H.
Key words: EU New Approach, Economic reforms, Bosnia
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Reflecting upon Issues in European Identity and
Multiculturalism Related to Rising Populism
in Europe by the Example of Germany
◆
Abdülaziz Ahmet Yasar
Yildiz Technical University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
Integration and cooperation was and is an external and internal part of European politics and society since 1945. Since 2009 is the European idea confro
nted with current economic and political issues which have caused an existe
ntial crisis. With this research, I want to illustrate current problems in Europe
of declining tolerance, rising of populist parties and right-wing movements,
anti-multiculturalism agencies and refugee policies by using the example of
Germany. By investigating reasons for the changing social atmosphere and
their relations of former and current events, this research focuses on its effects
on the European commonness as a common identity, values and ideas. Thus,
on the example of Germany and the political atmosphere related to multicu
lturalism, refugee policies and political movements aim this scientific work
on the current issues in these areas and reflects upon possible steps for preventing more political instability and a growing rise of nationalist and populist agencies in Germany. The role of media and socioeconomic changes and
developments are included, for instance the anti-Islamic and anti-foreigners
discourse of media and rising economic injustice.
Key words: Identity crisis, populism, multiculturalism, Germany
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World’s Interest Groups’ Competition and Coalition
Formation in Cross-Border Cooperation Programmes
◆
Marsida Bandilli
University of Antwerp / Belgium
ABSTRACT
This article investigates in details how interest groups formulate coalitions,
when they ingrain with the established structures of EU Funding. Throughout
interest groups’ literature, a growing knowledge depicting on whether interest
groups decide to join coalitions, or to work alone, prevails. However, this paper provides us with an ample support about the long-standing interest groupcoalition debate via addressing the following question: Under what conditions
do interest groups get embedded into coalitions. Findings demonstrate that
while interest groups will mobilize in order to pursue their interests, they will
also formulate coalitions, which can be mapped according to their ‘deep-core’
beliefs and power-relations. We outweigh from the original dataset of interest
groups, consisting of 287 coalitions in the Interreg Flanders-Netherlands Ope
rational Programme.
Key words: coalitions, interest groups, cross-border cooperation
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Socialism and Communism: Europe in Search
of a New Ideology
◆
Olayemi Jacob Ogunniyi & Adewale Omolaja Ajumobi
University of Ibadan / Nigeria
ABSTRACT
Historically, communist ideology could be traced back to the work of the 16th
century English writer called Thomas More. More in his work titled ‘’Utopia’’
(1518) portrayed a society based on common ownership of property in which
the ruler or administrator use reason in administering it. Human society from
its foundation and through historical records has been one largely administered
through collective efforts in order to produce surplus. In view of this, philosophers like Plato lay credence to More’s work by reintegrating same ideology in
his work. However, socialism history has its origin in the French Revolution
of 1789 and the changes brought about by the Industrial Revolution. With the
passage of time, as society emerges into states and nations, the rulers sought
a better means of administering the scarce resources for the maximum be
nefits of the citizens. Interestingly, the collapse of Soviet Union in 1989 which
had hitherto sustained the East Central European Countries brought about a
reversal of fortune and also a revision of most of the communist countries sociopolitical and economic ideology. The study through historical exploration
traced the evolution, rise, fall, and the gradual search for an ideology that will
sustain the old falling structures of socialism and communist in Europe.
Key words: administering, ideology, traced, communist
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Secularization of Practicing Muslims in Turkey
◆
Rukiya Mohamed Bakari
Fatih University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the secularization process of practicing Muslims in Tu
rkey. It is divided into several sections relating to the whole process of secularization. It begins by explaining the meanings of the term, historical backgro
und of Turkey, different periods of reforms and eras until the situation as it
obtains today. The paper has relied on literature discussing the Ottoman Empire until the creation of the Turkish Republic, as it relates to the secularization
process and how the events have shaped the practicing Muslim in Turkey today. Other sources include scholarly works written on Turkey and other social
and Anthropological texts about the society in general. In present day Turkey,
Secularism has been portrayed as under threat and needs safeguarding. The
question remains, by whom though? Considering the changing political atmosphere in Turkey the last decade, it is interesting to note the changes that have
occurred and how they have had an impact on ordinary Turks.
Key words: secularization, Muslims, Turkey, Islam
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Theatre and Ottoman Diplomacy to Vienna
in the Eighteenth Century
◆
Suna Suner
Don Juan Archiv Wien / Austria
ABSTRACT
Don Juan Archiv Wien (www.donjuanarchiv.at) commenced in 2007 to research the mutual influences of the Ottoman Empire and European Theatre
through annual international symposia held annually both in Vienna and Ista
nbul and through publications of symposia proceedings. A research direction
under the project “Ottoman Empire & European Theatre” is Theatre and Diplomacy, a theatre-historical project which concerns itself mainly with the cu
ltural role of diplomats between the Ottoman Empire and European states. The
project brings together the fields of theatre and diplomacy which date back
to a long history in Europe on a cultural-historical level; explores their co
rrelations and examines the extent to which the field of diplomacy has been
influential on theatre history in Ottoman and European frameworks. This has
up to today been a neglected area in the field of cultural-historical studies.
Regarding Istanbul (then Kostantiniyye) and Vienna as two imperial capitals,
the key aspect of the subject matter is the Ottoman diplomacy in Vienna in
the eighteenth century with focus on the opera and theatre experiences as well
as on the ceremonial of audiences of the Ottoman envoys and ambassadors
to Vienna, thus the correlation of theatre and diplomacy within this Ottoma
n-European context. Vienna bares a crucial significance for the history of Ottoman diplomacy in the eighteenth century as it is the capital which the most
number of Ottoman envoys were sent to.
Key words: ottoman diplomacy, cultural studies, theatre studies
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United Nations Peacekeeping: Malaysian Elites
Perception and Middle powermanship
◆
Asri Salleh & Asmady Idris
Sabah University of Malaysia / Malaysia
ABSTRACT
This study examines Malaysian commitment in the United Nations Peacekeeping Operation (UNPKO) from 1960-2010. It focuses on related Malaysian
decision-making process. Library research, field work, content analysis and
interviews were among the methods used. Accordingly, this study argues that
Malaysia had put UNPKO to a great use particularly as part of its high profile
international activism. Evidently, it was poised for superior soft power and
international prestige, among other things. These were, in turn, central to Malaysian elites middlepowermanship aspiration. Besides, it was also found that,
despite UNPKO being the prerogative of the major powers, other powers did
enjoy a certain degree of systemic independence in relation to it. In a way,
this helps to underscore two facts; (1) the indismissable influence of dome
stic imperatives and (2) the paramount significance of multilateralism under
the prevailing international system. For future research, this study suggests a
comparative analysis of countries with virtually similar characteristics vis-a-vis
their commitments to UNPKO in order to provide more comprehensive results.
Key words: peacekeeping, Malaysian elites, United Nations, middle powermanship
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Political and Socio-Cultural Perspectives at Maddah
Madrasah in Macedonia between World War I and II
◆
Muhamed Ali & Serap Fiso
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia & Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
The city of Skopje was a religiously, culturally, educationally and civilizatio
nally important during Ottoman time. Meddah Madrasah is one of the unique
educational institutions which remain until today. Ataullah Kurtiş Efendi who
was serving as a Dersiamin the Fatih Madrasah effort for Meddah Madrasah
to return previous magnificience time. Therefore, Meddah Madrasah became
an important educational institution at Balkan Region and it helped to raise
Ulema class. Ataullah Kurtiş Efendi and His students become public figure
for Macedonia and all Balkan region. This paper aim is to analyze Political
and Socio-Cultural Perspectives at Maddah Madrasah in Macedonia between
World War I and II.
Key words: medresah, political and socio-cultural perspective
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Macedonia, Copenhagen criteria, Geopolitics, Balkans
◆
Lejla Ramic-Mesihovic
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Republic of Macedonia efficiently completed negotiations on content of the
Stabilization and Association Agreement with the EU between March and November 2000. This initiated a concrete process of European integration which
was additionally re-affirmed with the Thessaloniki Agenda in 2003. It has been
granted with the status of the EU candidate country in 2005. However, nume
rous obstacles that both domestic and international weaknesses and challenges
bring along have significantly slowed down the country’s progress in the European integrations. Weakened political, administrative and economic capacity
of the country to implement obligations under the Copenhagen criteria, as
well as geopolitical developments in the region during the past decade, have
been constantly shaking the country. Independence of Kosovo, final separation of Montenegro and Serbia and numerous financial and political problems
in and with Greece, also affected with country in different ways and intensities. Internal pending issues related to finalization of implementation of the
2001 Ohrid Agreement is increasingly a part of additional problems, rather
than solutions. The Greek blockages Macedonia has been facing in the process
of approximation to the EU and NATO membership, due to the unresolved
name dispute over the constitutional name of (Former Yugoslav) Republic of
Macedonia, have brought additional insecurity into the visions of mid-term
and long-term stability of the Southern Balkans and fear of spill-over effect
among many. His has been particularly spelled out by the US Administration.
The EU continues to emphasize regional cooperation and stability as the key
pre-condition for all states aspiring to joint its structures. The paper, based on
a theoretical research, includes a brief overview of the current situation, a co
ntextual analysis and will also offer conclusions and scenarios that can be used
for production of concrete actions for both - improvement of the situation and
possible course of action.
Key words: Macedonia, Copenhagen criteria, geopolitics, Balkans
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The Interrelation of Gated Community and Ethnic War:
the Case of Belgrade
◆
Aysegul Bostan
Cankiri Karatekin University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
In the following years of the high-dense-ethnic war in the beginning of the
1990s Belgrade faced a massive influx of ethnic Serbs living outside of Serbia in
the Socialist Yugoslavia. This situation were resulted in more ethnically homogeneous in Belgrade. This, however, followed the increasing rates of crime, the
deepening social stratification (social strata) and the increasing fear of ‘others’.
In response to these, gated communities in Belgrade known as more secure
areas and much a symbol of prestige has been demandable and preferable for
local people of Belgrade. This article will seek the reasons of such increasing
demand of gated communities in particularly after the 1990 civil war. In this
paper the inter-relation of gated community and civil war will be analysed and
it will be examined in according to the sense of cause and reason. The intere
sting finding here is the deteriorated-effects of the war to the urban enviro
nment and the direct connection of such gated community and civil/ethnic
war in Belgrade. As an improbable result, such ethnically Serb immigration to
the kin state (Republic of Serbia) led local Serbian people into severely insecure
atmosphere and deepening social stratification even if the ethnic background
of such immigration is Serb.
Key words: Belgrade, gated community, ethnic war
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Political and Leadership (Crisis) in the Western Balkan
Countries: Analyzing the Case of Macedonia
◆
Mevludin Ibish
International Balkan University / Macedonia
ABSTRACT
The Western Balkan countries after the dissolution of communism and more
specifically after the dissolution of Yugoslavia entered into a so called political
and economical independent development. This, as a consequence brought a
great political, economical and social turmoil within the geographical context
of the Balkans or being more politically correct Western Balkans.
In this paper we try to analyze the most important /crucial historical and political events that left a mark in the Western Balkan countries and their political histories. This, at first will enable us to analyze comprehensively the issues
of identity, religion, history, culture and other important social dynamisms
that repeatedly were shuttered from the consequences of wars and ethnic co
nflicts. Afterwards, we try to materialize the most important political and legal systems of the countries and speak about their misconception and misre
presentation of the idea of diversity and differences. In the third part of this
paper we try to detect and structurally analyze the most important political,
economical and cultural activities that the countries of the Western Balkans
started to show and produce political and economical values, most specifically
the periods after 2002. In the fourth part we talk about the challenges that
these countries are facing in the years after 2012. In this part, we mostly focus
on my homeland Macedonia and speak about the problematic political, economical and cultural reforms that were undertaken specifically in the period
of Gruevski and VMRO-DPMNE. The impact of globalization and the process
of decentralization with special attention will be observed. At the end, we give
the attitude towards the possible way outs for the named countries towards a
more prosperous future.
Key words: politics, challenges, history, development, leadership
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Illegal Immigration - Macedonia Case Study
◆
Ylber Sela & Kaltrina Zekolli
State University of Tetovo / Macedonia
ABSTRACT
Macedonia is an unfortunate destination of illegal immigrants from Syria,
Afghanistan and other countries, which is used as transit corridor. There are
tragic story, unfortunate and sad for immigrants who cross this black road
with many unknowns. According to statistics of the UN High Commissio
ner for Refugees, it is said that more than 50% of immigrants coming from
conflict-East countries are passing through Macedonia. Macedonia signed
the guarantee and security convention of transit of migrants who have to go
through Macedonian territory to Austria, where it is found the main center
for their reception and distribution in European countries. Although Macedonia has signed all international conventions on refugees, nevertheless the pra
ctice shows that all testimonies of migrants are creating a black image for the
country of corruption, crime and inhuman activities that violate international
conventions for the treatment of refugees. Through this study we will study
the legal framework for refugees, the treatments and other legal procedures
for asylum and accommodation as well as reasons of using Macedonia by the
refugees as transit country to Western Europe.
Key words: Macedonia, migration, international conventions, Western Europe
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Albania in Democracy: Less Minorities, More Legislation!
◆
Marsela Sako
University of Tirana / Albania
ABSTRACT
Immediately after the 90’s, the former communist countries, began to devote
due the importance policies related to the minorities. In this way, multiethnic
Balkan states had to create a society dominated by respect of freedom and
human rights. In additional to providing individual rights, democratization
also requires collective recognition of the rights to all kinds of minorities. In
this context it should be stressed that the realization of a successful transition
to post-communist era should be supported in creating opportunities for co
mpetition on equal terms for minorities in the new economic processes, the
creation of legislation on individual rights and collective rights of minorities
and protection of their rights against discrimination. Despite this common
goals, it is clear that the policies, that the former communist countries have
followed for minorities are determined by various factors. Given this, the paper aims to review the policy approach followed by the Albania state, toward
its national minorities. As an ethnically homogeneous country, contrasting
the other Balkan countries, Albania has relatively small number of minorities among whom the Greeks mostly concentrated in the southern part of the
country, constitute the largest number. For this reason the analysis of legislative initiatives, Albanian legislation and conventions signed by it, concerning
freedoms and rights guaranteed to minorities in Albania, will give us a clear
picture of fundamental rights currently enjoy national minorities in Albania
focusing on particular Greek minority.
Key words: minorities, Albania, legislation, policy approach
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Minority Rights and Freedom as a Guarantee of
Preserving the Identity of Minorities
◆
Rejhan R. Kurtović
International University of Novi Pazar/ Serbia
ABSTRACT
Minorities as a smaller part of population of one country, which has certain
ethnic, religious, linguistic, cultural and other diversities have been long time
exposed to various forms of assimilation and discrimination. Identity’s dive
rsity which differed minorities from majority of population have been often
the source of various conflicts and cruel treatments towards minorities. Howe
ver, by proclamation of minority rights as a special additional rights it came
to an improvement of the status of minorities and protection of their identity’s
diversities. In this sense minority rights and freedoms are special set of measures for protection, preservation and improvement of the national or ethnic,
cultural, linguistic and religious identity of minorities.
Key words: Minority rights, identity, national diversity, minorities
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Power Sharing and Protectorate - One Century after
Abolishment of the First Bosnian Assembly
◆
Velid Draganović
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
This paper is drawing parallels between electoral system for the Bosnian Assembly operating in Bosnia and Herzegovina in period 1910-15 and conte
mporary electoral system created by Dayton Peace Agreement. The main issue
is either the present electoral and political system is more sophisticated and
functional comparing to the one that ceased hundred years ago and to which
extent. The method of exploring this issue is comparative political analysis
of both systems. The analysis takes in account the role of supervisory power
in both cases. Findings of the research illuminated similarities of both cases
without possibility to clearly prefer one system over the other.
Key words: proportionality, power sharing, protectorate, electoral system
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Identity and Crisis of Identity in Contemporary
Bosnian Society
◆
Abdel Alibegović
University of Tuzla / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
The author deals with the phenomenon of identity, perception and contemporary interpretations of identity, ways of constituting identity and social conditionality – sociogenesis of the identity. In the paper, particular attention is paid
to Castells and Assmann’s approach to constitute an identity, as well as the differences of identity and roles in contemporary society. Emphasis is placed on
the importance of Bosnian identity as expressed in the phrase of the Bosnian
spirit as well as the basic features of Bosnian identity. Keys section of the paper
discusses the generation of identity crisis, or the crisis of identity in contemporary Bosnian society. Generators are analyzed through the prism of the mythological fogging and historiographical tension in the presentation of Bosnian
identity and the “truth about Bosnia”, also through the prism of prejudices and
misunderstandings in the interpretation of the Bosnian state and society, with
special emphasis on programs of the evil outside of Bosnia, as well as through
the analysis of the ideologies of hegemony and insatiable appetites towards
Bosnia and the entire series of its multi-layered, sedimented cultural, territorial, political, economic and other comprehensiveness. „Feudalized“ matrix
of consciousness, the matrix of thought that prefer exclusivity and the nece
ssity of ideology “nation-state”, “alibi” of the eternal transition and apparent /
unfinished replacement, replacement of old and new economic and political
system, as well as theses of fascistic thought about the “inevitable clash of civilizations” are integral part of the author’s recognizing of the causes of crisis.
The final part of the generators identity crisis crosses borders of nation-states
and we mark it as the globalization, as a generator of crisis and crisis of identity
that can bind micro and macro sociological approaches.
Key words: identity, Bosnian identity, identity crisis
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Youth in Bosnia and Herzegovina between Conservative
Tradition and Liberal Future
◆
Ahmed Kulanić* & Amer Osmić**
International University of Sarajevo*,
Univerzitet u Sarajevu** / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
This article attempts to elaborates the social position and context of „youth
generation“, focusing mainly on their lifestyle and their role in Bosnian society. Main aim of this article is to empirically define and diagnose the social
position of youth in BiH, what are the main characteristics of youth generation and what differentiates them from other social categories. Furthermore,
this articles aims to identify culture cherished by youth as well as the issue of
the belonging to the subcultures and their perception of the same through the
prism of their own identity. The issue of identity in Bosnia and Herzegovina
in a rather complex and we can discuss the possibility of the multiple identity
existence that exemplifies the heterogeneity of the population with all of its
characteristics. Unfortunately, in many cases, belonging to the specific su
bculture has been determined by social position or material status of young
person. Economic situation in BiH has been moving from bad to worse in last
couple years that directly influenced the socio-economic position of youth.
Besides that fact that young people educate themselves (more that 50% of
youth is in educational system or process), upon completion of their education every second person remains unemployed (unemployment rate of youth
in BiH is highest in Europe and is 54.3%). In normal circumstances, youth
generation is the most valuable treasure of each society. However, in negle
cted and undeveloped societies to which, obviously Bosnian belongs, youth
generation is left to itself, and repressed to margin of social interactions, have
been denied and given to others even though it represents irreplaceable lost
for that specific communities.
Key words: BIH society, youth generation, unemployment, identity
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The Roots of Non-Belonging: An Analysis of the Globally
Shared Postcolonial Situation
◆
Edona Llukacaj
Karabuk University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
In “Is the Post- in Postcolonial the Post- in Post-Soviet? Toward a Global Postco
lonial Critique,” David Chioni Moore maintains that due to its all-appealing
structure and focus on the identity issue, like the label postcolonial, postcolonial critique has developed and turned into a theory capable of shedding
light on the global condition, as well as to the present situation of any ethnic
entity and its cultural wealth. However, a more detailed analysis demonstrates
that the single group excluded from the encompassing and heterogeneous po
stcolonial category and for which the label ‘postcolonial’ is not considered appropriate are the Eastern European countries. Emphasizing the similarities of
Western colonialism, especially of the colonizing politics applied by the British
Empire in Africa, with the former Soviet rule, and the similarities of the pre
sent condition of the former colonized with that of the peoples once beyond
the Iron Curtain, this paper proposes that the Post-Soviet is a label analogous
to and encompassed by the ‘postcolonial’, the way other terms referring to peculiar conditions, such as neo-colonial, Third World, and so on are. Focusing
on colonial and postcolonial Kenya, as a country previously colonized by the
British, and Albania, as a country not within the borders of the former USSR
but still a satellite of Soviet totalitarian politics, the shared postcolonial condition and cultural marginalization rooted in the previous oppressive systems of
the same character will be highlighted.
Key words: postcolonial; post-Soviet; cultural colonization; non-belonging
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Indirect Family Policy as an Effective Challenge to the
Adverse Demographic Trends in Europe
◆
Arkadiusz Durasiewicz
Janusz Korczak Pedagogical University / Poland
ABSTRACT
Conduction of rational and effective pro-family policy is an important que
stion for the contemporary societies. Countries are interested in children because they are the contribution to the future potential of human capital and its
competitiveness in the global economy. It is a crucial factor in the economic
development. Role of the family in the development processes has quantitative
and qualitative dimension and is based on its social functions: procreational
- decisive for the number and structure of population; educational and socia
lization which are essential for creation and development of human capital.
State has at its disposal effective instruments to exert an impact on its functi
ons and actively uses it. These are direct instruments of family policy such as:
family benefit, parental allowance, social policy benefits and indirect instruments such as: housing policy, educational policy, healthcare for mother and
child, work-life balance enhancement and etc.
For example, in Austria the government finances purchase of school manual
for children with the budget spending of around 105 mln EUR. France in 2014
provided support in the form of benefit for social housing which is addressed
to citizens with lower income who pay flat rent or mortgage installments. The
amount is dependent on number of children, economic situation of family,
place of residence and income of family. Sweden tries to facilitate its citizens
combining professional life with upbringing of children through paid pare
ntal leave, provision of institutional care in nursery and kindergarten for all
children from the age of 1 to 6 and children benefit until child is 16 years old.
Often indirect instruments of family policy are more effective than direct ones.
The main objective this article will be analysis of indirect instruments of profamily policy applied in Europe, their mutual interactions and evaluation of
effectiveness with regard to the international experiences.
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Civil Society and Social Capital in Croatia:
A Conceptual Analysis
◆
Andreja Sršen
University of Zagreb / Croatia
ABSTRACT
Social capital has been defined in a variety of ways. As social capital is a mu
ltifaceted concept, it can be best described by different dimensions instead of
one overall index. Based on the theoretical considerations it is reasonable to
distinguish between four components of social capital – general trust, institutional trust, social norms and formal networks. Along the lines of Putnam’s
(2008) findings of positive correlation between social capital and tolerance,
this article is aimed at examining the relationship between the social involvement of civil society in Croatia and social capital. The civil society concept
encompasses two distinctive elements: one, a normative perspective that aims
at the improvement of democratic participation and social justice, and two, a
reference to the so-called “intermediary sphere” of modern societies, populated by voluntary organizations and societal networks. Social capital is also an
instantiated informal norm that promotes cooperation between individuals. In
the political sphere it promotes the kind of associational life that is necessary
for the success of limited government and modern democracy. Thus this paper
considers how social capital is distinguished between two aspects: sociocu
ltural milieu and institutional infrastructure.
Key words: social capital, civil society, institutional trust
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Civil Society and Social Capital in the Modern Mena
Region: A Conceptual Analysis
◆
Akbar Valadbigi
Farhangian University / Iran
ABSTRACT
The unfolding unrest in the Middle East opened new debates on the relatio
nship between social capital and civil society. This work has a threefold focus:
first, it explores how the existing stock of social capital spurred on the conte
mporary civic activities in the search of constructing stable democracies across
the Middle East; second, it examines how civic movements in this region can
contribute to increasing the current deficit of social capital; and third, it ana
lyses the implications of the deployment of social media tools in the recent
uprisings. This work suggests that although the Middle Eastern states have
always been subject to severe violence and suppressive political systems, civil
society organizations and the stock of social capital has been steadily rising.
Key words: civil society, social media, social movements
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What exactly do We Mean when We Talk
about Multilingualism?
◆
Laura Fekonja
University of Ljubljana / Slovenia
ABSTRACT
It appears that the term multilingualism is so widely spread in our modern
globalized world that one should not have to explain it. But, is this true? Is
your multilingualism equal to mine? The fact that over 500 languages are spoken in such a small area as Europe clearly indicates that confronting multiple
languages on a personal and social level is a part of one’s everyday life. Various
descriptions and definitions of multilingualism will be presented in the article
that are – despite the fact that the majority of the world population is multili
ngual – often understood in different ways which are not always overlapping.
To some authors a person is already »multilingual« if one knows individual
words in a foreign language, to others multilingualism signifies complete command of multiple languages (i.e. on the level of a native speaker). Different
descriptions of command of multiple languages also appear in the Slovenian
linguistic discourse – whether they are defined and understood in the same
way will be evident from the disquisition. So called entry criteria that represent
the foundation for determining multilingualism will be presented as well as
how they present themselves in everyday life with speakers who achieved different levels of bilingualism or multilingualism.
Key words: multilingualism, bilingualism, language learning, language teaching
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The Problematic of Bosnian Language after
the Dayton Agreement
◆
Cüneyd Atamal
İstanbul Aydın University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
This is an evaluation of Bosnian Language on the way of European Union
and some sketches its survival among other sibling languages; Croatian and
Serbian. Because Croatian and Serbian have mainlands neighboring Bosnia.
Bosnia was a part of Ottoman Empire. Since it’s left to Austria-Hungarian
government the nation was not under the wings of Ottomans but Austrians.
Then the western neighbors’ language became more prominent as the Croatia’s
natural alliance with Austria and Germany based on Catholicism. Serbian was
also very wide used especially by Bosnian Serbs in some regions. So Bosnian
as an independent language has not been seen until the Dayton Agreement.
On that talks TV screens showed often some cabinets written on them as “Bo
snian”, “Serbian”, and “Croatian” that sit interpreters. But after the agreement
there was no mentioning to Bosnian Language at all. Political unstableness
and economical problems along with European Union give rise the Bosnian
Language problem. There were more important issues than language pro
blems. Apparently the problem has not been seen so devastating. Overall some
pronunciations and some words disturbing Bosnians but after long aggression
this was acceptable. So today, the children of Bosnian nation views animation films subtitled Croatian, sometimes Serbian in Latin or Cyrillic but never
Bosnian. So today, the people of Bosnia read newspapers in a language that is
understandable, acceptable but not national. Some finds the differences little
not worth to mention but culture and identity comes with little differences.
Today authentic Bosnian language needs more care than yesterday.
Key words: Bosnia, Bosnian, national language, Dayton Agreement
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Tackling Problems of Unemployment in
Bosnia and Herzegovina
◆
Almasa Mulalić & Nudžejma Obralić
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Bosnia and Herzegovina is a small country with the population of 4 million
people. It is the country where 44% of population is unemployed. The majority
of our population has no drive to move forward. Many experts have posed the
same question: Why is the rate of unemployment high? Who holds power?
Do young people choose the right career path? Did government encourage
entrepreneurship in young people? Is it all about the ethnic diversity and lack
of mutual understanding? Corruption? Thus, the main aim of our study was
to find out the solution for the unemployment. Using qualitative method we
tried to examine a specific instance of a phenomenon of unemployment in its
natural context viewed from the perspective of the participants. The study was
conducted in April, 2015. There were 114 (N=114) participants who were 4th
year high school students from entire Bosnia and Herzegovina. We have obtained results and believe that concrete solutions can beat the malicious une
mployment that had affected our society.
Key words: unemployment, entrepreneurship, youth perception, solutions
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The Role of Socioeconomic Differences and Material
Deprivation in Peer Violence
◆
Vesna Bilić
Sveučilište u Zagrebu / Croatia
ABSTRACT
In schools all over the world in the 21st century the dominant and worrying
problems are: an increase in the number of poor and financially deprived chi
ldren and the continuous rise of violence among peers, and intriguing question is whether there is a connection between them. Therefore, the theoretical
part of this paper analyzes the increase in bullying in the context of socio-economic inequalities of companies in which students live and family socioeconomic factors. The aim of the empirical part is to determine which variables
socioeconomic status and material deprivation of children predict the status of
the perpetrators or victims of bullying. The study included 610 pupils (44.8%
M; 51.5% F) from seventh and eighth grade primary school from different regions of the Croatian. Questionnaire on the socioeconomic status of the families, Questionnaire on the deprivation of the students and Scale of violence
among peers were used for data collection. Results - the study was conducted,
the processing is in progress and it will be added later. It is suggested that
practitioners, the public and policy makers to pay attention and provide the
growing number of children from socioeconomically disadvantaged families.
They have to be in the focus of school-based prevention program and because
of the increased risk of being involved in bullying as perpetrators or victims.
Key words: socioeconomic status, bullying, poverty, family, school
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The Influence of Anxiety on Socio-cultural Adjustment
among International Students in Malaysia
◆
Asmat-Nizam Abdul-Talib & Marlin Marissa Abdul Malek &
Abd Rahim Jaguli & Hartini Husin
University Utara Malaysia / Malaysia
ABSTRACT
The main purpose of this study is to investigate whether anxiety will inversely
influence international students’ sociocultural adjustment in the context of
pursuing education in higher learning institutions in Malaysia; specifically in
Universiti Utara Malaysia. The data used for this study was derived from the
questionnaire survey conducted randomly among the international students
in Universiti Utara Malaysia (UUM) who came from 27 different nationalities.
A total number of 397 valid responses were successfully obtained. A series of
multiple regression analysis was undertaken in this study to test the relatio
nships. For the relationship between anxiety and sociocultural adjustment,
although a significant relationship is found, the direction of the postulated
relationship is positive instead of negative. Discussions and conclusion of research are put forth.
Key words: anxiety, sociocultural adjustment, international students
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Frozen in Time: An Exploration into the Impact of
Remote Refuge Settlement on Social Identity Formation
◆
Nina Bosankić & Viktorija Besević & Selvira Draganović
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
This research attempted to exam construction of social identity in inhabitants
of a refugee settlement in Srpski Krstur in the autonomous province of Vojvodina, Republic of Serbia, 15 years after the end of the war in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. A total of seventeen (now former) refugees from Bosnia and
Herzegovina, aged from 17 to 65, from the refugee settlement participated in
the study. Three focus group discussions were conducted and a combination of
content analysis and qualitative interpretation applied to; (i) examine dynamic
patterns of social identity formation in the specific context of a refugee settlement; (ii) to look in detail at the ways in which people articulate difference
and similarity, establish and manage group norms and construct and mana
ge boundaries between in-groups and out-groups. Particular attention was
given to (iii) identifying variations in coping mechanisms and identity based
on participants’ ages at the time of their arrival in the refugee settlement. Data
analysis revealed, irrespective of participants being of the same ethnicity, religion and language as the locals, the socially constructed and dynamic nature of
participants’ identity, and its dependence on both broad (regional) and narrow
(refugee settlement) social context. Results also indicate that isolating refugees
in a remote refugee settlement, and in particular older refugees, creates a wider
chasm between in-groups and out-groups, “before the war” and “after the war”
period, leads to distorted perception of time, seeking rescue in nostalgia, and
further hinders adaptation and integration into the new community.
Key words: social identity, refugee settlement, adaptation, coping
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Clinical Method and Interculture: A Proposal for an
Intercultural Approach in Psychology
◆
Claudia Lotito
University of Padova / Italy
ABSTRACT
Increased migratory processes and growing cultural diversity require to rethink usual patient approaches and raise important questions: how can a health
professional make a diagnosis and treat properly only relying on its own perception of health and illness, without knowing other attitudes towards medical
practices? The question becomes even more complex when the other is enco
untered to understand and deal with psychological and existential suffering.
This difficulty can be recognized in the confusion of both mental health professional and patient as they attempt to answer questions not always shared or
translatable. Migrants’ presence in care services not only give us information
about ourselves and our ways of taking care but imposes a challenge, both epi
stemological and practical. It forces us to think back our models of well-being,
etiology and treatment of suffering, because always incomplete and partial.
This study aims to investigate psychological assessment encounter between
clinical psychologist and migrant patient, focusing on lived experienced, pe
rceived difficulties, use of assessment instruments and diagnosis. In this paper
a theoretical reflection on this issue will be proposed, integrating intercultural
and phenomenological perspective. In addition, first data collected from indepth interviews with Italian clinical psychologists will be discussed. Inte
rviews are analyzed using Giorgi’s “Descriptive Phenomenological Method”.
At last, it will be advanced a proposal on how meeting cultural otherness in
daily care practices.
Key words: intercultural, phenomenology, psychological assessment, migrants
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Modern Slavery / Human Trafficking
◆
Bisera Mavrić
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
This paper will examine the phenomenon of modern slavery that has been
held up as the worst possible exploitation in human history. There are parallels between traditional and modern forms of human trading with regard
to human beings that are taken advantage of and treated as commodities in
contemporary conditions. From this perspective, human trafficking as a co
ntemporary form of slavery is marked not by legal ownership of one human
being by another or long-term enslavement, but by temporary ownership, debt
bondage, forced labour and hyperexploitative contractual arrangements in the
global economy. Human trafficking has existed for centuries, and follows from
the earlier practice of slavery, which differed from human trafficking in that
it was legally recognized and accepted. The main forms of slavery that have
persisted or emerged by the end of the twentieth century include: bonded labour systems and forced labour in South Asia, Western Europe and the US;
the exploitation of children as labourers in cottage industries Indian subco
ntinent, sex and organ trafficking not only in India or Latin America. Human
trafficking in Balkan is regional manifestation of the wider practice of trade in
humans for the purposes of various forms of coercive exploitation. The transition to a market economy has led to both opportunity and a loss of security for
citizens of these countries. Wars, economic hardship and promises of prospe
rity have left many people vulnerable to trafficking within their countries and
to destinations in other parts of Europe and the world. Unique to the Balkans
are some of the situations that support trafficking, such as organized crime,
and the recruitment strategies that perpetuate it. The countries within this region face different challenges and are at varying stages of compliance with the
rules that govern trafficking in persons.
Key words: human trafficking, slavery, exploitation, migrations
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The Association between Perfectionism and Depression
among Students from Different Departments
◆
Irmela Mujkić
University of Travnik / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT

Prijelaz u odraslu dob jedan je od najkritičnijih perioda u životu svakog
čovjeka. Brojne promjene kako fizičke tako i psihičke, izazovi, nove do tad
nepoznate situacije, prilagodbe, novi međuljudski odnosi su samo neke od
karakteristika koje prate ovu dob. Suočeni sa velikim izazovima, problemima i
promjenama studenti najbolje u ovom periodu mogu da testiraju sebe i svoju
ličnost. Zahtjeve za savršćenošću možemo uočiti u gotovo svim segmentima
našeg odrastanja počevši od najranijeg perioda našeg života. Najčešće previsoko postavljeni ciljevi koje realno nismo u stanju da zadovoljimo dovode nas u
stanje depresivnosti kada ne možemo da funkcionišemo ni mentalno ni fizički.
Uzimajući u obzir gore navedeno, cilj ovog rada je bio ispitati postoji li povezanost perfekcionizma i depresije kod studenata različitih studijskih smjerova.
Istraživanje je provedeno na studentima Edukacijskog fakulteta u Travniku.
Key words: depresija, perfekcionizam, studenti, studijski smjer
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TV Series and Viewers Personality Traits, A Case Study
Survey: IUS Students in April – May 2015
◆
Amila Rustemovic & Anela Hasanagic & Lejla Panjeta
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
The focus of this research is to establish the correlation between personality
traits and rating of popular TV series. Genesis and inherent features of today’s
popular TV series are connected according to the IMDB genre classification
and sale production reports. The research will also address the effects of favo
rite series choices in relation to differences between, gender, age, faculty program, and nationality (based on the case study sample survey: IUS students in
April-May 2015). Preliminary survey is performed to establish which of the
TV serials are the most popular and have the highest rating among the population of students at IUS. Further statistics, upon the survey of personality traits
based on the sample test according to Big Five personality traits and choosing
what to watch will show weather there are statistically significant correlations
between which series the students follow and their personality traits. Series to
be offered in the rating survey are TV broadcasted, viewed on internet or paid
on demand popular TV series in English language originally from American
production in 2015. Correlation between personality of the young future professional viewer and which series have the highest rating is the main focus of
this research.
Key words: TV series, rating, personality traits
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Field Testing the Energy Efficiency of Family
House in Gradiska
◆
Svjetlana Vlaški
State University of Novi Pazar / Serbia
Today the world is facing two major energy problems. The first is the lack of
energy and uncertainty in supply, and the second problem is environmental
pollution and climate change caused by excessive irrational energy consu
mption. Therefore, in recent years the energy efficiency of buildings has been
gaining greater importance. In this paper was done to measure energy efficiency and identification of the energy of the individual residential building in
the town of. The obtained annual energy required is qh nd = 169.58 kWh/m2a
which according to the Regulation on conditions, contents and the process of
issuing certificates on the energy performance of buildings classified examined
building in energy class E. The resulting energy class is very low for this type
of object, but the results were as expected, given that the building was built 34
years ago, and they are not used for insulating materials thermal insulation.
Key words: energy efficiency, energy class
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Importance and Use of Renewable Energy Sources
in the Case of Small Hydro Power Plants
◆
Dragana Štrbac
State University of Novi Pazar / Serbia
ABSTRACT
Renewable energy sources are topical issue in all developed countries. The use
of renewable energy sources in the world has recorded a significant growth
in all sectors. Global investments in these sources set new records. The use of
renewable sources in power generation was long forgotten and a secondary
issue in Bosnia and Herzegovina. This is unacceptable given the huge pote
ntial of water masses. Only in recent years grow interests for building of hydro
power plants. However, the procedure for building of hydro power plants are
complicated, because their construction is not yet clearly defined to legal and
regulatory framework.
It is not defined that the hydro power plants represent the resources of public
interest. During the procedures for obtaining a building permit there are local
organizations and entities who believe that hydro power plants damage the
environment. This paper deals with this topic: the importance and types of renewable energy sources, their advantages and disadvantages with examples of
use. For the use of of renewable energy sources are required: detailed technoeconomic analysis, overcoming administrative and technical barriers, ince
ntives should comply with the state policy, the ultimate goal - the preservation
of the environment.
Key words: renewable energy sources, hydro power plants
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Methods and Tools for the Analysis of
Entrepreneurial Thinking – A Critical Review
◆
Nerma Saračević & Ivana Bekić
University of J.J. Strosmayer Osijek / Croatia
ABSTRACT
Entrepreneurship means much more than an increase in output and income per
capita. It includes the initiation and establishment of a change in business and
society as a whole. Therefore, the study of entrepreneurial activity and the role
of the entrepreneur is of great importance for today’s society. The environment
in which we live today is characterized by ever-present change. Everything is fast
and volatile, the way of life, creating and working. Business organizations ope
rate in a very complex and dynamic environment. Because of the dynamics and
uncertainty of the environment, managers of today’s businesses are required to
have a proactive, entrepreneurial way of thinking. In order to adopt it, first the
proactive way of thinking should be clearly defined. The aim of this study is to
determine the efficiency and accuracy of existing tools for measuring entrepreneurial and non-entrepreneurial thinking. On the basis of these findings to define the entrepreneurial with the goal of its more efficient adoption. Qualitative
research methods were used- analysis of secondary databases, and overview and
a critical review of recent theoretical discussions. There is a growing scientific
interest of psychology in entrepreneurial thinking through analysis of behaviour
of management in conditions of uncertainty and dynamism. It uses a variety of
methods and tools. In this paper, through an analysis of the existing literature,
we will present the analysis of the Entrepreneurial Predisposition Questionnaire
(UPS) which was formed by combining the “General measure of Enterprising
Tendency” (GET test) and Koh’s questionnaire as well as questionnaires of Mike
Haynie “General Measure of Adaptive Cognition”.
Critical analysis of the results of these questionnaires in the synthesis with the
theoretical discussion in this paper may serve as an aid for vocational guidance
or as an educational tool that can direct respondents to traits that are associated with entrepreneurship.
Key words: entrepreneurial thinking, GET test, cognitive flexibility
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International Challenges in Regulation of Sex Delicts
◆
Ena Kazić
University of Travnik / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Sexual delicts are considered to be one of the biggest challenges in law regulation because the aim of their prohibition and punishment exist for centuries
but yet the number of their perpetration is in increase in the world. Both in
national and international level there are mechanisms whose aim is to prevent
sexual crimes. The aim of this paper is to represent main international documents that deal with sex crimes. The knowledge of international regulation
of this topic is of high importance for national legislative system because in
front of the countries that are members of those documents is to provide their
implementation in national level and that way to create national criminal law
that will be capable to prevent sex crimes.
Key words: sex crime, criminal law, European Union
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Characteristics of Health Economics
◆
Amir Topoljak
USR Sport za sve, Zenica / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
Health care is, as a multi-institutional network that creates value, in an
excellent manner suitable to be a reference and research facility for practical and theoretical building Matchmaking induced institutional advantages,
whose creation, in addition to synthesis, processing and economic exploitation of complementary active sites, and requires management of the network,
through which is achieved by harmonizing the interests of all direct and indirect stakeholders (Prahalad, 1997). They not only represent a logical further
development of corporate governance, but also a binding order of the colle
ctive system of creating value, reducing the value and distribution of values
for the purpose of fairness in the process and fairness in the outcome (Kim &
Mauborgne, 1998). Within this article should be explored, as an expert organization, including their professionals, across the network management in order
to achieve certain objectives at the service network and patients.
Key words: health, multi-institutional network, practical, theoretical, patients
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Bosnia Herzegovina’s Health Care Report
◆
Ognjen Ridic & Tomislav Jukić
International University of Sarajevo / Bosnia and Herzegovina
ABSTRACT
The contemporary health care system in Bosnia and Herzegovina (B&H) has
its roots in the Dayton Peace Agreement of 1995, according to which B&H
consists of two entities and one Distict; Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina
(F.B&H), Serbian Republic (RS) and Brcko District. F.B&H has a decentralized
system of health care, which was organized at the cantonal level. F.B&H has
ten cantons, each canton has a separate ministry of health, which is responsible
for the organization of health care to: primary (health centers - health centers
with general practitioners, as well as family health units), secondary (clinic
and cantonal hospitals) and tertiary level (general hospitals, specialty hospitals
and University clinical centers). Each entity has its own Health Act and the
Health Insurance Act. Unlike F.B&H, RS has a centralized health care system.
Changes in the health care system started in 1996, immediately after the signi
ng of the Dayton Peace Agreement, with a view to reforming primary health
care (PHC) and the inclusion of family medicine. This concept was aimed at
rationalizing health care based on the strengthening of primary health care.
At the PHC level, at the municipal level, and as the result of the large number
of injured and disabled people as a result of the war in 1992-1995, medical
centers and mental health care centers for physical rehabilitation were introduced. Hospital capacities are reduced in accordance with the federal program
of reconstruction of the health care system established in 1996. The new legi
slation, which is based on the Dayton Peace Accords (1995), is a decentralized
ex-socialist centralized system, with a tendency to complete fragmentation at
local levels. Health care spending as percent of GDP varies between 9 and 11
percent.
Key words: health care, Bosnia &Herzegovina, GDP spending
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A Caliper Based Test Setup for the Binocular Stereo Vision
in Preoperative Preparation of the Orthognathic Surgery
◆
Ismail Taha Comlekciler & Salih Gunes & Celal Irgin
Selçuk University / Turkey
ABSTRACT
Preoperative planning in orthognathic surgery is important as it considerably
effects the success of dental operations. Computer-based tomography devices
are recently utilized to acquire 3D image of the jaw in order to better evaluate
the displacement of a jaw. However, utilization of these devices suffers from
radiation, high cost, and impractical. To handle the imprecision in repositio
ning of jaws, surgical splints are still in use. One of the latest technology that
become popular in a variety of fields that needs visual processing is stereo
vision. Stereo vision is a technology benefited from the developments in 3D
technology and vision sensors. This study presents a caliper based test setup
using the binocular stereo vision in order to aid preoperative planning by
simulating measurements in orthodontic surgical environment. Experimental
results show that a high-accuracy positioning in the pre-operative procedures
that satisfies the surgical operation environment both in short and long ranges
are achieved.
Key words: stereo vision, computer-aided surgery
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